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Abstract
Mutation testing realises the idea of using artificial defects to support testing
activities. Mutation is typically used as a way to evaluate the adequacy of test
suites, to guide the generation of test cases and to support experimentation.
Mutation has reached a maturity phase and gradually gains popularity both in
academia and in industry. This chapter presents a survey of recent advances,
over the past decade, related to the fundamental problems of mutation testing and sets out the challenges and open problems for the future development
of the method. It also collects advices on best practices related to the use of
mutation in empirical studies of software testing. Thus, giving the reader a
‘mini-handbook’-style roadmap for the application of mutation testing as experimental methodology.
Keywords: Mutation Testing, Software Testing, Survey, Seeded Faults

1. Introduction
How can we generate test cases that reveal faults? How confident are we with
our test suite? Mutation analysis answers these questions by checking the ability
of our tests to reveal some artificial defects. In case our tests fail to reveal the
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artificial defects, we should not be confident on our testing and should improve
our test suites. Mutation realises this idea and measures the confidence inspired
by our testing. This method has reached a maturity phase and gradually gains
popularity both in academia and in industry [1]. Figures 1 and 2 record the
current trends on the number of publications according to the data we collected
(will be presented later). As demonstrated by these figures, the number of
scientific publications relying on mutation analysis is continuously increasing,
demonstrated in Figure 1, and numerous of these contributions appear in the
major software engineering venues, shown in Figure 2. Therefore, mutation
testing can be considered as a mainstream line of research.
The underlying idea of mutation is to force developers to design tests that
explore system behaviours that reveal the introduced defects. The diverge types
of defects that one can use, leads to test cases with different properties as
these are designed to reflect common programming mistakes, internal boundary
conditions, hazardous programming constructs and emulate test objectives of
other structural test criteria. Generally, the method is flexible enough that it
can be adapted to check almost everything that developers want to check, i.e.,
by formulating appropriate defects.
The flexibility of mutation testing is one of the key characteristics that makes
it popular and generally applicable. Thus, mutation has been used for almost
all forms of testing. Its primary application level is unit testing but several
advances have been made in order to support other levels, i.e., specification [2],
design [3], integration [4] and system levels [5]. The method has been applied
on the most popular programming languages such as C [6], C++ [7], C# [8],
Java [9], JavaScript [10], Ruby [11] including specification [2] and modelling
languages [12]. It has also been adapted for the most popular programming
paradigms such as Object-Oriented [13], Functional [14], aspect-oriented and
declarative-oriented [15, 16] programming.
In the majority of the research projects, mutation was used as an indicator of
test effectiveness. However, recently researchers have also focused on a different
aspect: the exploration of the mutant behaviours. Thus, instead of exploring
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the behaviour space of the program under analysis the interest shifts to the
behaviour of the mutants. In this line of research, mutants are used to identify
important behaviour differences that can be either functional or non-functional.
By realising this idea, one can form methods that assist activities outside software testing. Examples of this line of research are methods that automatically
localise faults [17], automatically repair software [18], automatically improve
programs’ non-functional properties such as security [19], memory consumption
[20] and execution speed [20, 21].
Mutation analysis originated in early work in the 1970s [22–24], but has
a long and continuous history of development improvement, with particularly
important advances in breakthroughs in the last decade, which constitute the
focus of this survey. Previous surveys can be traced back to the work of DeMillo [25] (in 1989), which summarised the early research achievements. Other
surveys are due to Offutt and Untch [26] (in 2000) and Jia and Harman [27]
(in 2011). Offutt and Untch summarised the history of the technique and listed
the main problems and solutions at that time. Subsequently, Jia and Harman
comprehensively surveyed research achievements up to the year 2009.
There is also a number of specialised surveys on specific problems of mutation
testing. These are: a survey on the Equivalent mutant problem, by Madeyski et
al. [28] (in 2014), a systematic mapping of mutation-based test generation by
Souza et al. [29] (in 2014), a survey on model-based mutation testing [30] (in
2016) and a systematic review on search-based mutation testing by Silva et al.
[31] (in 2017). However, none of these covers the whole spectrum of advances
from 2009. During these years there are many new developments, applications,
techniques and advances in mutation testing theory and practice as witnessed
by the number of papers we analyse (more than 400 papers). These form the
focus of the present chapter.
Mutation testing is also increasingly used as a foundational experimental
methodology in comparing testing techniques (whether or not these techniques
are directly relevant to mutation testing itself). The past decade has also witnessed an increasing focus on the methodological soundness and threats to valid3
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Figure 1: Number of mutation testing publications per year (years: 2008-2017).

ity that accrue from such use of mutation testing and the experimental methodology for wider empirical studies of software testing. Therefore, the present
chapter also collects together advices on best practices, giving the reader a
‘mini-handbook’-style roadmap for the application of mutation testing as an
experimental methodology (in Section 9).
The present chapter surveys the advances related to mutation testing, i.e.,
using mutation analysis to detect faults. Thus, its focus is the techniques and
studies that are related to mutation-guided test process. The goal is to provide
a concise and easy to understand view of the advances that have been realised
and how they can be used. To achieve this, we categorise and present the
surveyed advances according to the stages of the mutation testing process that
they apply to. In other words, we use the mutation testing process steps as a
map for detailing the related advances. We believe that such an attempt will
help readers, especially those new to mutation testing, understand everything
they need in order to build modern mutation testing tools, understand the main
challenges in the area and perform effective testing.
The survey was performed by collecting and analysing papers published in
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Figure 2: Number of mutation testing publications per scientific venue.

the last 10 years (2008-2017) in leading software engineering venues. This affords
our survey a two-year overlap in the period covered with the previous survey of
Jia and Harman [27]. We adopted this approach to ensure that there is no chance
that the paper could ‘slip between the cracks’ of the two surveys. Publication
dating practices can differ between publishers, and there is a potential time
lag between official publication date and the appearance of a paper, further
compounded by the blurred distinction between online availability and formal
publication date. Allowing this overlap lends our survey a coherent, decadewide, time window and also aims to ensure that mutation testing advances do
not go uncovered due to such publication date uncertainties.
Thus, we selected papers published in the ICSE, SigSoft FSE, ASE, ISSTA,
ICST, ICST Workshops (ICSTW), ISSRE, SCAM and APSEC conferences. We
also collected papers published in the TOSEM, TSE, STVR and SQJ journals
and formed our set of surveyed papers. We augmented this set with additional
papers based on our knowledge. Overall, we selected a set of 502 papers, which
fall within five generic categories, those that deal with the code-based mutation
testing problems (186 papers), those concerning model-based mutation testing
5

(40 papers), those that tackle problems unrelated to mutation testing problems
(25 papers), those that describe mutation testing tools (34 papers) and those
that use mutation testing only to perform test assessment (217 papers). In an
attempt to provide a complete view of the fundamental advances in the area we
also refer to some of the publications that were surveyed by the two previous
surveys on the topic, i.e., the surveys of Offutt and Untch [26] and Jia and
Harman [27], which have not been obviated by the recent research.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the main
concepts that are used across the chapter. Sections 3 and 4 respectively motivate the use of mutation testing and discuss its relation with real faults. Next,
the regular and other code-based advances are detailed in Sections 5 and 6.
Applications of mutation testing to other artefacts than code and a short description of mutation testing tools are presented in Sections 7 and 8. Sections
9 and 10 present issues and best practices for using mutation testing in experimental studies. Finally, Section 11 concludes the chapter and outlines future
research directions.

2. Background
Mutation analysis refers to the process of automatically mutating the program syntax with the aim of producing semantic program variants, i.e., generating artificial defects. These programs with defects (variants) are called mutants.
Some mutants are syntactically illegal, e.g., cannot compile, named ’stillborn’
mutants, and have to be removed. Mutation testing refers to the process of using mutation analysis to support testing by quantifying the test suite strengths.
In the testing context, mutants form the objectives of the test process. Thus,
test cases that are capable of distinguishing the behaviours of the mutant programs from those of the original program fulfil the test objectives. When a test
distinguishes the behaviour of a mutant (from that of the original program) we
say that the mutant is ‘killed ’ or ‘detected ’; in a different case, we say that the
the mutant is ‘live’.
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Depending on what we define as program behaviour we can have different
mutant killing conditions. Typically, what we monitor are all the observable
program outputs against each running test: everything that the program prints
to the standard/error outputs or is asserted by the program assertions. A mutant is said to be killed weakly [32], if the program state immediately after the
execution of the mutant differs from the one that corresponds to the original
program. We can also place the program state comparison at a later point after
the execution of a mutant. This variation is called firm mutation [32]. A mutant
is strongly killed if the original program and the mutant exhibit some observable
difference in their outputs. Thus, we have variants of mutation, called weak, firm
and strong. Overall, for weak/firm mutation, the condition of killing a mutant
is that the program state has to be changed, while the changed state does not
necessarily need to propagate to the output (as required by strong mutation).
Therefore, weak mutation is expected to be less effective than firm mutation,
which is in turn less effective than strong mutation. However, due to failed
error propagation (subsequent computations may mask the state differences introduce by the mutants) there is no formal subsumption relation between any
of the variants [32].
Mutants are generated by altering the syntax of the program. Thus, we have
syntactic transformation rules, called ‘mutant operators’, that define how to
introduce syntactic changes to the program. For instance, an arithmetic mutant
operator alters the arithmetic programming-language operator, changing + to
−, for example. A basic set of mutant operators, which is usually considered as
a minimum standard for mutation testing [33] is the five-operator set proposed
by Offutt et al. [34]. This set includes the relational (denoted as ROR), logical
(denoted as LCR), arithmetic (denoted as AOR), absolute (denoted as ABS)
and unary insertion (denoted as UOI) operators. Table 1 summarises these
operators.
Defining mutant operators is somehow easy, we only need to define some syntactic alterations. However, defining useful operators is generally challenging.
Previous research followed the path of defining a large set (almost exhaustive)
7

Table 1: The popular five-operator set (proposed by Offutt et al. [34])

Names

Description

Specific mutation operator

ABS

Absolute Value Insertion

{(e,0), (e,abs(e)), (e,-abs(e))}

AOR

Arithmetic Operator Replacement

{((a op b), a), ((a op b), b), (x, y) | x, y ∈
{+, -, *, /, %} ∧ x 6= y}

LCR

Logical Connector Replacement

{((a op b), a), ((a op b), b), ((a op b), false), ((a
op b), true), (x, y) | x, y ∈ {&, |,∧ , &&, ||} ∧ x 6=
y}

ROR

Relational Operator Replacement

{((a op b), false), ((a op b), true), (x, y) | x, y ∈
{>, >=, <, <=, ==, !=} ∧ x 6= y}

UOI

Unary Operator Insertion

{(cond, !cond), (v, -v), (v, ∼v), (v, --v), (v, v--),
(v, ++v), (v, v++)}

of mutant operators based on the grammar of the language. Then, based on
empirical studies, researchers tend to select subsets of them in order to improve
the applicability and scalability of the method. Of course both the definition
of operators and mutant selection (selection of representative subsets) form the
two sides of the same coin. Since all possible operators are enormous if not
infinite, the definition of small sets of them can be viewed as a subset selection (among all possible definitions). Here, we refer to mutant reduction as the
process of selecting subsets of operators over a given sets of them. We discuss
studies that define mutant operators in Section 5.1.1 and mutant reduction in
Section 5.1.2.
Based on the chosen set of mutant operators, we generate a set of mutant
instances that we use to perform our analysis. Thus, our test objectives are to
kill the mutants (design test cases that kill all the mutants). We can define as
‘mutation score’ or mutation coverage the ratio of mutants that are killed by
our test cases. In essence, the mutation score denotes the degree of achievement
of our test cases in fulfilling the test objectives. Thus, mutation score can be
used as an adequacy metric [32].
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Adequacy criteria are defined as predicates defining the objectives of testing
[32]. Goodenough and Gerhart [35] argue that criteria capture what properties
of a program must be exercised to constitute a thorough test, i.e., one whose
successful execution implies no errors in a tested program. Therefore, the use
of mutation testing as a test criterion has the following three advantages [6]: to
point out the elements that should be exercised when designing tests, to provide
criteria for terminating testing (when coverage is attained), and to quantify test
suite thoroughness (establish confidence).
In practice using mutation score as adequacy measure, implicitly assumes
that all mutants are of equal value. Unfortunately, this is not true [36]. In
practice, some mutants are equivalent, i.e., they form functionally equivalent
versions of the original program, while some others are redundant, i.e., they are
not contributing to the test process as they are killed whenever other mutants
are killed. Redundant mutants are of various forms. We have the duplicated
mutants, mutants that are equivalent between them but not with the original
program [37]. We also have the subsumed mutants [38] (also called joint mutants
[39]), i.e., mutants that are jointly killed when other mutants are killed [36, 39].
The problem with subsumed mutants is that they do not contribute to the
test assessment process because they are killed when other mutants are also
killed. This means that eliminating these mutants does not affect the selection/generation of test cases but the computation of the mutation score. Thus,
the metric is inflated and becomes hard to interpret. As the distribution of
mutants tend to be unpredictable and the identification of mutant equivalences
and redundancies is an undecidable problem [37], it is hard to judge the test
suite strengths based on the mutation score. In other words, the accuracy of
the score metric is questionable. We will discuss this issue in depth in Section 9.

3. What is special about mutation testing
Mutation testing principles and concepts share on a long heritage with more
general scientific investigation, essentially drawing on the common sense of ‘trial
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and error’ (that pre-dates civilisation), and also resting on the foundations of
inferential statistics and Popperian science [40].
One of the fundamental problems in software testing is the inability to know
practically or theoretically when one has tested sufficiently. Practitioners often
demand of researchers a method to determine when testing should cease. Unfortunately, this revolves around the question of what is intended by sufficiency;
if we are to test in order to be sufficient to demonstrate the absence of bugs,
then we are forced against the impossibility of exhaustive testing.
Faced with this challenge, much literature has centred on concepts of coverage, which measure the degree of test effort, that each coverage technique’s
advocates hope will be correlated with test achievement. For instance Table 2
reports on the main studies on this subject. There has been much empirical evidence concerning whether coverage is correlated with faults revelation [41–43],
a problem that remains an important subject of study to the present day [6, 41].
However, even setting aside the concern of whether such correlation exists, nonmutation-based forms of coverage suffer from a more foundational problem; they
are essentially unfalsifiable (with respect to the goal of fault revelation), in the
Popperian sense of science [40].
Table 2: Summary of the main studies concerned with the relationship of test
criteria and faults.
Author(s) [Refer-

Year

ence]
Frankl & Weiss [44,

’91, ’93

45]
Offutt et al. [46]

Frankl et al. [47]

’96

’97

Test Crite-

Summary

rion

Findings

of

Primary

Scientific

branch, all-

All-uses relates with test effectiveness,

uses

while branch does not.

all-uses,

Both all-uses and mutation are effective

mutation

but mutation reveals more faults.

all-uses,

Test effectiveness (for both all-uses and

mutation

mutation) is increasing at higher coverage levels. Mutation performs better.

Frankl

&

Iak-

’98

ounenko [48]

all-uses,

Test effectiveness increases rapidly at

branch

higher levels of coverage (for both all-uses
and branch). Both criteria have similar
test effectiveness.

Briand & Pfahl [49]

’00

block,

c-

There is no relation (independent of test

uses, p-uses,

suite size) between any of the four criteria

branch

and effectiveness
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Table 2: Summary of the main studies concerned with the relationship of test
criteria and faults.
Author(s) [Refer-

Year

ence]

Test Crite-

Summary

rion

Findings
coverage can be used for predicting the

Chen et al. [50]

01

Block

Andrews et al. [42]

’06

block,

of

Primary

Scientific

software failures in operation.
c-

uses, p-uses,

Block, c-uses, p-uses and branch coverage
criteria correlate with test effectiveness.

branch
Namin & Andrews

’09

[51]

Li et al. [52]

’09

block,

c-

Both test suite size and coverage influ-

uses, p-uses,

ence (independently) the test effective-

branch

ness

prime path,

Mutation testing finds more faults than

branch, all-

prime path, branch and all-uses.

uses, mutation
Papadakis

&

’10

Malevris [53]

1st order mutation is more effective than

Mutant

2nd order and mutant sampling. There

sampling,
st

1

&

nd

2

order muta-

are significantly less equivalent 2nd order
mutants than 1st order ones.

tion
Ciupa et al. [54]

’11

Kakarla et al. [55]

’11

Random

Random testing is effective and has pre-

testing

dictable performance.

mutation

Mutation-based experiments are vulnerable to threats caused by the choice of
mutant operators, test suite size and programming language.

Wei et al. [56]

’12

Branch

Branch coverage has a weak correlates

’13

statement,

Mutation testing helps improving the test

branch,

suites of two safety-critical systems by

MC/DC,

identifying shortfalls where traditional

mutation,

structural criteria and manual review

code review

failed.

multi-Point

Def-uses is (strongly) correlated with test

Stride, data

effectiveness and has almost the same

flow, branch

prediction power as branch coverage.

with test effectiveness.
Baker & Habli [57]

Hassan & Andrews

’13

[58]

Multi-Point Stride provides better prediction of effectiveness than branch coverage.
Gligoric et al.
60]

[59,

’13, ’15

AIMP,

There is a correlation between coverage

DBB,

and test effectiveness. Branch coverage is

branch,

the best measure for predicting the qual-

IMP, PCC,

ity of test suites.

statement
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Table 2: Summary of the main studies concerned with the relationship of test
criteria and faults.
Author(s) [Refer-

Year

ence]
Inozemtseva

&

’14

Holmes [61]

Just et al. [43]

’14

Test Crite-

Summary

rion

Findings

of

Primary

Scientific

statement,

There is a correlation between coverage

branch,

and test effectiveness when ignoring the

modified

influence of test suite size. This is low

condition

when test size is controlled.

statement,

Both mutation and statement coverage

mutation

correlate with fault detection, with mutants having higher correlation.

Gopinath et al. [62]

’14

statement,

There is a correlation between coverage

branch,

and test effectiveness.

block, path

erage predicts best the quality of test

Statement cov-

suites.
Ahmed et al. [63]

Ramler et al. [64]

’16

’17

statement,

There is a weak correlation between cov-

mutation

erage and number of bug-fixes

strong

Mutation testing provides valuable guid-

mu-

tation

ance towards improving the test suites of
a safety-critical industrial software system

Chekam et al. [6]

’17

statement,

There is a strong connection between cov-

branch,

erage attainment and fault revelation for

weak

&

strong mutation but weak for statement,

strong

branch and weak mutation. Fault revela-

mutation

tion improves significantly at higher coverage levels.

Papadakis

et

al.

’18

mutation

Mutation score and test suite size corre-

[41]

late with fault detection rates, but often
the individual (and joint) correlations are
weak. Test suites of very high mutation
score levels enjoy significant benefits over
those with lower score levels.

Mutation testing is important because it provides a mechanism by which assertions concerning test effectiveness become falsifiable; failure to detect certain
kinds of mutants suggest failure to detect certain kinds of faults. Alternative
coverage criteria can only be falsified in the sense of stating that, should some
desired coverage item remain uncovered, then claims to test effectiveness remain
‘false’. Unfortunately, it is not usually possible to cover every desired coverage
item, it is typically undecidable whether this criterion has been achieved in
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any case [59]. Coverage of all mutants is also undecidable [37], but mutation
testing forms a direct link between faults and test achievements, allowing more
scientific (in the sense intended by Popper) statements of test achievement than
other less-fault-orientated approaches.
Mutation testing also draws on a rich seam of intellectual thought, that is
currently becoming more popular in other aspects of science and engineering.
Such counterfactual reasoning, can even be found beyond science, in the humanities, where historians use it to explore what would have happened, had
certain historical events failed to occur. This is a useful intellectual tool to
help increase understanding and analysis of the importance of these events the
influence (or forward dependence [65] as we might think of it within the more
familiar software engineering setting. In software engineering, counterfactual
reasoning plays a role in causal impact analysis [66], allowing software engineers to discover the impact of a particular event, thereby partly obviating the
problem ‘correlation is not causation’.
In mutation testing, we create a ‘counterfactual version of the program’ (a
mutant) that represents what the program would have looked like had it contained a specific chosen fault, thereby allowing us to investigate what would
have happened if the test approach encounter a program containing such a
fault. Causal impact analysis relies on recent development in statistics. In more
traditional statistical analysis, mutation testing also finds a strong resonance
with the foundations of sampling and inferential frequentist statistical analysis.
A statistician might, for instance, seek to estimate the number of fish in a pool
by catching a set of fish, marking these and returning them to the pool, subsequently checking how many marked fish are present in a random sample. Of
course such an approach measures not only the number of fish in the pool, but
also the effectiveness of the re-catching approach used in re-sampling. In a similar way, creating sets of mutant programs (marking fish) and then applying the
test technique (re-sampling) can also be used to estimate the number of faults
in the program, albeit confounded by concurrently measuring the effectiveness
of the testing technique.
13

4. The relations between Mutants and Fault Revelation
The underlying idea of mutation is simple; we form defects and we ask testers
to design test cases that reveal them. Naturally, readers may ask why such an
approach is effective. Literature answers this question in the following ways:
• First, (theoretically) by revealing the formed defects we can demonstrate
that these specific types of defects are not present in the program under
analysis [67]. In such a case we assume that the formed mutants represent
the fault types that we are interested in. In a broader perspective, the
mutants used are the potential faults that testers target and thus, they
are in a sense equivalent to real faults.
• Second, (theoretically and practically) when test cases reveal simple defects such as mutants (defects that are the result of simple syntactic alterations), they are actually powerful enough to reveal more complex defects.
In such a case, we assume that test cases that reveal the used types of defects also reveal more complex types (multiple instances of the types we
used) [68]. Thus, mutation helps revealing a broader class of faults (than
those used) composed of the simple and complex types of faults that were
used.
• Third, (practically) when we design test cases that kill mutants we are actually writing powerful test cases. This is because we are checking whether
the defects we are using can trigger a failure at every location (or related
ones) we are applying them to. In such a case, we assume that test cases
that are capable of revealing mutants are also capable of revealing other
types of faults (different from the mutants). This is because mutants require checking whether test cases are capable of propagating corrupted
program states to the observable program output (asserted by the test
cases). Thus, potential faulty states (related to the mutants) have good
chances to became observable [6].
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The above mentioned points motivated researchers to study and set the
foundation of mutation testing.
The first point has been shown theoretically based on the foundations of
fault-based testing [67, 69]. The practical importance of this assertion is that in
case we form the employed mutants as common programming mistakes, then we
can be confident that testers will find them. Thus, we can check against the most
frequent faults. This premise becomes more important when we consider the
Competent Programmer Hypothesis [24], which states that developers produce
programs that are nearly correct, i.e., they require a few syntactic changes to
reach the correct version. This hypothesis implies that if we form mutants by
making few simple syntactic changes we can represent the class of frequent faults
(made by “competent programmers”). A recent study by Gopinath et al. [70]
has shown that defects mined from repositories involve three to four tokens to be
fixed, confirming to some extent the hypothesis. Generally, the recent studies
have not consider this subject and thus, further details about the competent
programmer hypothesis can be found in the surveys of Offutt and Untch [26]
and Jia and Harman [27].
The second point is also known as the mutant coupling effect [68]. According
to Offutt [68] the mutant coupling effect states ”Complex mutants are coupled
to simple mutants in such a way that a test data set that detects all simple
mutants in a program will detect a large percentage of the complex mutants”.
Therefore, by designing test cases that reveal almost all the mutants used, we
expect a much larger set of complex mutants to be also revealed. This premise
has been studied both theoretically and practically (details can be found in the
surveys of Offutt and Untch [26] and Jia and Harman [27]). Recent studies on
the subject only investigated (empirically) the relationship between simple and
complex mutants. For example the study of Gopinath et al. [71] demonstrates
that many hihger order mutants are semantically different from the simple first
order ones they are composed of. However, the studies of Langdon et al. [72]
and Papadakis and Malevris [53] show that test cases kill a much larger ratio of
complex (higher order) mutants than simple ones (first order ones) indicating
15

that higher order mutants are of relatively lower strength than the first order
ones.
The third point is a realisation of the requirement that the mutants must
influence the observable output of the program (the test oracle). To understand
the importance of this point we need to consider the so-called RIPR model
(Reachability, Infection, Propagation Revealability) [32].

The RIPR model

states that in order to reveal a fault, test cases must: a) reach the faulty locations (Reachability), b) cause a corruption (infection) to the program state
(Infection), c) propagate the corruption to the program output (Propagation)
and d) cause a failure, i.e., make the corrupted state observable to the user,
be asserted by the test cases (Revealability). Therefore, when designing test
cases to kill mutants, we check the sensitivity of erroneous program states to
be observable. Empirical evidence by Chekam et al. [6] has shown that this
propagation requirement makes mutation strong and distinguishes it from weak
mutation and other structural test criteria. In particular the same study demonstrates that mutant propagation is responsible for the revealation of 36% of the
faults that can be captured by strong mutation.
Overall, the fundamental premise of mutation testing can be summarised as
“if the software contains a fault, there will usually be a set of mutants that can
only be killed by a test case that also detects that fault” [73]. This premise
has been empirically investigated by the study of Chekam et al. [6] which
demonstrated a strong connection between killing mutants and fault revelation.
Similarly, the studies of Baker and Habli [57], Ramler et al. [64] and [74]
have shown that mutation testing provides valuable guidance towards improving
existing test suites.
A last reason that makes mutation strong is the fact that its test objectives
are the formed defects. Thus, depending on the design of these defects, several
test criteria can be emulated. Therefore, mutation testing has been found to be
a strong criterion that subsumes, or probably subsumes1 almost all other test
1 Subsumption

is not guaranteed but it is probable to happen [32].
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criteria [32]. Thus, previous research has shown that strong mutation probably
subsumes weak mutation [75], all dataflow criteria [47, 55], logical criteria [76],
branch and statement criteria [52]. These studies suggest that a small set of
mutant operators can often result in a set of test cases that is as strong as the
ones resulting from other criteria.

5. The Regular Code-based Mutation Testing Process
This section details the code-based mutation testing advances. We categorise
and present the surveyed advances according to the stages of the mutation
testing process that they apply to. But before we begin the presentation we
have to answer the following question: what is the mutation testing process?
Figure 3 presents a detailed view of the modern mutation testing process. This
process forms an extension of the one proposed by Offutt and Untch [26]. The
extension is based on the latest advances in the area. The important point
here is that the process keeps the steps that are inherently manual outside the
main loop of the testing process (steps in bold). The remaining steps can be
sufficiently automated (although manual analysis may still be necessary).
Overall, the process goes as follows: First, we select a set of mutants that
we want to apply (Step 1, detailed in Section 5.1) and instantiate them by
forming actual executable programs (Step 2, detailed in Section 5.2). Next, we
need to remove some problematic mutants, such as equivalent, i.e., mutants that
are semantically equivalent to the original program despite being syntactically
different, and redundant mutants, i.e., mutants that are semantically different
to the original program but are subsumed by others, (Step 3, detailed in Section
5.3).
Once we form our set of mutants we can generate our mutation-based test
suite, execute it against our mutants and determine a score. In this step, we
design (either manually or automatically) test cases that have the potential to
kill our mutants (Step 4, detailed in Section 5.4) and execute them with all
the mutants (Step 5, detailed in Section 5.5) to determine how well they scored
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Figure 3: Modern Mutation Testing Process. The process forms an adaptation of the Offutt’s
and Untch’s proposition [26] based on the latest advances in the area. Bold boxes represent
steps where human intervention is mandatory.

(Step 6, detailed in Section 5.6). Subsequently, we perform test suite reduction
by removing potentially ineffective test cases from our test suite. At this stage,
we can also perform test case prioritisation so that we order the most effective
test cases first (Step 7, detailed in Section 5.7). The steps 4 to 7 are repeated
until the process results in a mutation score that is acceptable (Step 8, detailed
in Section 5.8).
The last part of the process is when the user is asked to assess whether the
results of the test executions were the expected ones (Step 9, detailed in Section
5.9). This step regards the so-called test oracle creation problem that involves
the tester to assert the behaviour of the test execution. In case faults are found
then developers need to fix the problems and relaunch the process (Step 10,
detailed in Section 5.10) until we reach an acceptable score level and cannot
find any faults.
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5.1. Mutant Selection (Step 1.)
Mutation testing requires selecting a set of mutant operators based on which
the whole process is applied. Thus, we need to define the specific syntactic transformations (mutant operators) that introduce mutants. Since defining mutant
operators requires the analysis of the targeted language these may result in an
enormous number of mutants. Therefore, in practice it might be important to
select representative subsets of them. The following subsection (named Mutant
Operators) refers to works that define mutant operators, while the next one
(named Mutant Reduction Strategies) refers to strategies that select subsets of
mutants from a given set of mutants (aiming at reducing the cost of the process).
5.1.1. Mutant Operators
A large amount of work has focused on designing mutant operators that
target different (categories of) programming languages, applications, types of
defects, programming elements, and others.
Operators for Specific Programming Languages.
Anbalagan and Xie [77] proposed a mutant generation framework for AspectJ, an aspect-oriented programming language. This framework uses two mutant operators; pointcut strengthening and pointcut weakening, which are used
to increase or reduce the number of joint points that a pointcut matches.
Derezinska and Kowalski [8] introduced six object-oriented mutant operators
designed for the intermediate code that is derived from compiled C# programs.
Their work also revealed that mutants on the intermediate language level are
more efficient than the high-level source code level mutants.
Estero-Botaro et al. [78] defined 26 mutant operators for WS-BPEL – the
Web Services Business Process Execution Language. Later on, they further
quantitatively evaluated these operators regarding the number of stillborn and
equivalent mutants each operator generates [79]. On the same topic, BoubetaPuig et al. [80] conducted a quantitative comparison between the operators for
WS-BPEL and those for other languages. The results indicate that many of
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the WS-BPEL operators are different due to the lack of common features with
other languages (e.g., functions and arrays).
Mirshokraie et al. [10, 81] proposed a set of JavaScript operators. These
are designed to capture common mistakes in JavaScript (such as changing the
setTimeout function, removing the this keyword, and replacing undefined with
null ). Experimental results indicate the efficiency of these operators in generating non-equivalent mutants.
Delgado-Pérez [7, 82] conducted an evaluation of class-level mutant operators
for C++. Based on the results, they propose a C++ mutation tool, MuCPP,
which generates mutants by traversing the abstract syntax tree of each translation unit with the Clang API.
Operators for Specific Categories of Programming Languages.
Derezinska and Kowalski [8] explored and designed the mutant operators for
object-oriented programs through C# programs. They advocated that traditional mutant operators are not sufficient for revealing object-oriented flaws. Hu
et al. [83] studied in depth the equivalent mutants generated by object-oriented
class-level mutant operators and revealed differences between class-level and
statement-level mutation: statement-level mutants are more easy to be killed
by test cases.
Ferrari et al. [84] focused on aspect-oriented programs. They design a set
of operators based on the aspect-oriented fault types. Similarly to the work of
Anbalagan and Xie [77], this work uses AspectJ as a representative of aspectoriented programs. Except for pointcut-related operators, operators for general
declarations, advice definitions and implementations are also adopted.
Bottaci [85] introduced an mutation analysis approach for dynamically-typed
languages based on the theory that the mutants generated by modifying types
are very easily killed and should be avoided. Gligoric et al. [86] mentioned that
“almost all mutation tools have been developed for statically typed languages”,
and thus proposed SMutant, a mutation tool that postpones mutation until
execution and applies mutation testing dynamically instead of statically. In
this way, the tool is able to capture type information of dynamic languages
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during execution.
Operators for Specific Categories of Applications.
Alberto et al. [87] investigated the mutation testing approach for formal
models. In particular, they introduced an approach to apply mutation testing to
Circus specifications as well as an extensive study of mutant operators. Praphamontripong et al. [88, 89] and Mirshokraie et al. [10] designed and studied mutant operators for web applications. Example operators are link/field/transition
replacement and deletion. In a follow up study, Praphamontripong and Offutt
[90] refined the initial set of operators (they exclude 3 operators), i.e., operators proposed in [89], by considering the redundancy among the mutants they
introduce.
Deng et al. [91, 92] defined mutant operators specific for the characteristics of Android apps, such as the event handle and the activity lifecycle mutant
operators. Usaola et al. [93] introduced an abstract specification for defining
and implementing operators for context-aware, mobile applications. Similarly,
Linares-Vasquez et al. [94] introduced 38 mutation operators for Android apps.
These operators were systematically derived by manually analysis types of Android faults. Oliveira et al. [95] proposed 18 GUI-level mutant operators. Also
focused on GUI mutants, Lelli et al. [96] specially designed mutation operators
based on the created fault model. Abraham and Erwig [97] proposed operators
for spreadsheets. Dan and Hierons [98] introduced how to generate mutants
aiming at floating-point comparison problems. Jagannath et al. [99] introduced
how to generate mutants for actor systems.
Maezawa et al. [100] proposed a mutation-based method for validating Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) applications. The approach is based
on delay-inducing mutant operators that attempt to uncover potential delaydependent faults. The experimental study suggests that by killing these mutants, actual errors can be revealed.
The study of Xie et al. [101] describes a mutation-based approach to analyse
and improve Parameterized Unit Tests (PUTs). The authors propose appropriate mutant operators that alter the effectiveness of the PUT test by varying the
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strength of its assumptions and assertions.
Operators for Specific Categories of Bugs.
Brown et al. [102] proposed a technique to mine mutation operators from
source code repositories. The intuition of this work is that by making mutants
sintactically similar to real faults one can get semantically similar mutants.
Loise et al. [19] uses mutation testing to tackle security issues. They proposed
15 security-aware mutant operators for Java. Nanavati et al. [103, 104] realised
that few operators are able to simulate memory faults. They proposed 9 memory
mutant operators targeting common memory faults. Garvin and Cohen [105]
focus on feature interaction faults. An exploratory study was conducted on the
real faults from two open-source projects and mutants are proposed to mimic
interaction faults based on the study’s results. Al-Hajjaji et al. [106] specially
focus on variability-based faults, such as feature interaction faults, feature independency faults, and insufficient faults. Based on real variability-related faults,
they derive a set of mutant operators for simulating them.
Additionally, other studies focus on the design of mutant operators for different levels or different programming elements. Mateo et al. [5] defined systemlevel mutant operators. Applying mutation at the system level faces two problems: first, mutating one part of the system can lead to an anomalous state in
another part, thus comparing program behaviour is not a trivial task; and, second, mutation’s execution cost. To resolve these problems, the authors turn to
weak mutation by introducing flexible weak mutation for the system level. The
proposed approach is embedded in a mutation tool named Bacterio. Delamaro
et al. [107] designed three new deleting mutant operators that delete variables,
operators, and constants.
Additional categories of operators are due to Belli et al. [108], who proposed
mutant operators for go-back functions (which cancel recent user actions or
system operations), including basic mutant operators (i.e., transaction, state,
and marking mutant operators), stack mutant operators (i.e., write replacement
and read replacement), and high order mutant operators.
Gopinath and Walkingshaw [109] proposed operators targeting type anno22

tations. This line of work aims at evaluating the appropriateness of type annotations. Jabbarvand and Malek [110] introduced an energy-aware framework
for Android application. In this work, a set of fifty mutant operators mimicing
energy defects was introduced. Arcaini et al. [111] proposed operators targeting
regular expressions. These aim at assisting the generation of tests based on a
fault model involving the potential mistakes one could made with regex.
5.1.2. Mutant Reduction Strategies
Mutant reduction strategies aim at selecting representative subsets from
given sets of mutants. The practical reason for that is simply to reduce the
application cost of mutation (since all the costly parts depend on the number
of mutants).
Perhaps the simpler way of reducing the number of mutants is to randomly
pick them. This approach can be surprisingly effective and achieve reasonably
good trade-offs. Papadakis and Malevris [53] report that randomly selecting
10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% of the mutants results in a fault loss of
approximately 26%, 16%, 13%, 10%, 7% and 6% respectively. Zhang et al.
[112] reports that by killing randomly selected sets of mutants, composed of
more than 50% of the initial set, results in killing more than 99% of all the
mutants. Recently, Gopinath et al. [113] used large open source programs and
found that a small constant number of randomly selected mutants is capable of
providing statistically similar results to those obtained when using all mutants.
Also, they found that this sample is independent of the program size and the
similarity between mutants.
An alternative way of selecting mutants is based on their types. The underlying idea is that certain types of mutants may be more important than
others and may result in more representative subsets than random sampling.
Namin et al. [114] used a statistical analysis procedure to identify a small set
of operators that sufficiently predicts the mutation score with high accuracy.
Their results showed that it is possible to reduce the number of mutants by
approximately 93%. This is potentially better than the mutant set of the pre-
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vious studies, i.e., the 5-operator set of Offutt et al. [34]. Investigating ways
to discover relatively good trade-offs between cost and effectiveness, Delgado
et al. [82] studied a selective approach that significantly reduce the number of
mutants with a minimum loss of effectiveness for C++ programs. Delamaro
et al. [107, 115] experimented with mutants that involve deletion operations
(delete statements or part of it) and found that they form a cost-effective alternative to other operators (and selective mutation strategies) as it was found
that they produce significantly less equivalent mutants. In a later study, Durelli
et al. [116] studied whether the manual analysis involved in the identification
of deletion equivalent mutants differs from that of other mutants and found no
significant differences. The same study also reports that relational operators
require more analysis in order to asses their equivalence.
A later study of Yao et al. [117] analysed the mutants produced by the
5-operator set of Offutt et al. [34] and found that equivalent and stubborn
mutants are highly unevenly distributed, Thus, they proposed dropping the
ABS class and a subclass of the UOI operators (post increment and decrement)
to reduce the number of equivalent mutants and to improve the accuracy of the
mutation score. Zhang et al. [118, 119] conducted an empirical study regarding
the scalability of selective mutation and found that it scales well for programs
involving up to 16,000 lines of code. To further improve scalability, Zhang et
al. [120] demonstrated that the use of random mutant selection with 5% of the
mutants (among the selective mutant operators) is sufficient for predicting the
mutation score (of the selective mutants) with high accuracy.
A comparison between random mutant selection and selective mutation was
performed by Zhang et al. [112]. In this study, it was found that there are no
significant differences between the two approaches. Later, Gopinath et al. [121]
reached a similar conclusion by performing a theoretical and empirical analysis
of the two approaches. The same study also concludes that the maximum
possible improvement over random sampling is 13%.
Overall, as we discuss in Section 9, all these studies were based on the traditional mutation scores (using all mutants) that is vulnerable to the “subsumed
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mutant threat” [36]. This issue motivated the study of Kurtz et al. [122],
which found that mutant reduction approaches (selective mutation and random
sampling) perform poorly when evaluated against subsuming mutants.
Both random sampling and selective mutation are common strategies in
the literature. Gligoric et al. [123] applied selective mutation to concurrent
programs and Kaminski and Ammann [124] to logic expressions. Papadakis
and Traon [17, 125] adapts both of them for the context of fault localisation
and reports that both random sampling and selective mutation that use more
than 20% of all the mutants are capable of achieving almost the same results
with the whole set of mutants.
Another line of research aiming at reducing the number of mutants is based
on the notion of higher order mutants. In this case, mutants are composed by
combining two or more mutants at the same time. Polo et al. [126] analysed
three strategies to combine mutants and found that they can achieve significant
cost reductions without any effectiveness loss. Later, studies showed that relatively good trade-offs between cost and effectiveness can be achieved by forming
higher order combination strategies [39, 53, 127]. In particular, Papadakis and
Malevris [53] found that second order strategies can achieve a reduction of 80%
to 90% of the equivalent mutants, with approximately 10% or less of test effectiveness loss. Similar results are reported in the studies of Kintis et al. [39],
Madeyski et al. [28] and Mateo et al. [128], who found that second order strategies are significantly more efficient than the first order ones. Taking advantage
of these benefits and ameliorate test effectiveness losses, Parsai et al. [129]
built a prediction model that estimates the first-order mutation score given the
achieved higher order mutation score.
Other attempts to perform mutant reduction are based on the mutants’
location. Just et al. [130] used the location of the mutants on the program
abstract syntax tree to model and predict the utility of mutants. Sun et al.
[131] explored the program path space and selected mutants that are as diverse
as possible with respect to the paths covering them. Gong et al. [132] selected
mutants that structurally dominate the others (covering them results in cover25

ing all the others). This work aims at weak mutation and attempts to statically
identify dominance relations between the mutants. Similarly, Iida and Takada
[133] identify conditional expressions that describe the mutant killing conditions, which are used for identifying some redundant mutants. Pattrick et al.
[134] proposed an approach that identifies hard-to-kill mutants using symbolic
execution. The underlying idea here is that mutants with little effect on the output are harder to kill. To determine the effect of the mutants on the program
output, Pattrick et al. suggests calculating the range of values (on the numerical output expressions) that differ when mutants are killed. This method was
latter refined by Pattrick et al. [135] by considering the semantics (in addition
to numeric ones) of Boolean variables, strings and composite objects.
Another attempt to reduce the number of mutants is to rank them according
to their importance. After doing so, testers can analyse only the number of
mutants they can handle based on the available time and budget by starting
from the higher ranked ones. The idea is that this way, testers will customise
their analysis using the most important mutants. In view of this, Sridharan et al.
[136] used a Bayesian approach that prioritises the selection of mutant operators
that are more informative (based on the set of the already analysed mutants).
Along the same lines, Namin et al. [137] introduced MuRanker an approach
that predicts the difficulty and complexity of the mutants. This prediction is
based on a distance function that combines three elements; the differences that
mutants introduce on the control-flow-graph representation (Hamming distance
between the graphs), on the Jimple representation (Hamming distance between
the Jimple codes) and on the code coverage differences produced by a given set
of test cases (Hamming distance between the traces of the programs). All these
together allow testers to prioritise towards the most difficult to kill mutants.
Mirshokraie et al. [10, 81] used static and dynamic analysis to identify the
program parts that are likely to either be faulty or to influence the program
output. Execution traces are used in order to identify the functions that play
an important role on the application behaviour. Among those, the proposed
approach then mutates selectively: a) variables that have a significant impact
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on the function’s outcome and b) the branch statements that are complex. The
variables with significant impact on the outcome of the functions are identified
using the usage frequency and dynamic invariants (extracted from the execution
traces), while complex statements are identified using cyclomatic complexity.
Anbalagan and Xie [77] proposed reducing mutants, in the context of pointcut testing of AspectJ programs, by measuring the lexical distance between
the original and the mutated pointcuts (represented as strings). Their results
showed that this approach is effective in producing pointcuts that are both of
appropriate strength and similar to those of the original program.
Finally, mutant reduction based on historical data has also been attempted.
Nam et al. [138] generated calibrated mutants, i.e., mutants that are similar to
the past defects of a project (using the project’s fix patterns), and compared
them with randomly selected ones. Their results showed that randomly selected
mutants perform similarly to the calibrated ones. Inozemtseva et al. [139] proposed reducing the number of mutants by mutating the code files that contained
many faults in the past.
5.2. Mutant Creation (Step 2.)
This stage involves the instantiation of the selected mutants as actual executables. The easiest way to implement this stage is to form a separate source
file for each considered mutant. This approach imposes high cost as it requires
approximately 3 seconds (on average) to compile a single mutant of a large
project [37]. Therefore, researchers have suggested several techniques to tackle
this problem.
The most commonly used technique realises the idea of meta-mutation, also
known as mutant schemata [140], which encodes all mutants in a single file.
This is achieved by parameterising the execution of the mutants [141]. The
original proposition of mutant schemata involved the replacement of every pair
of operands that participate in an operation with a call to a meta-function that
functions as the operand [140]. The meta-functions are controlled through global
parameters. This technique has been adopted by several tools and researchers,
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Papadakis and Malevris [141] use special meta-functions to monitor the mutant
execution and control the mutant application. Wang et al. [142] and Tokumoto
et al. [143] use meta-functions that fork new processes. Bardin et al. [144] and
Marcozzi et al. [145, 146] instrument the program with meta-functions that
do not alter the program state, called labels, to record the result of mutant
execution at the point of mutation and apply weak mutation.
Another approach involves bytecode manipulation [9, 147]. Instead of compiling the mutants, these approaches aim at generating mutants by manipulating
directly the bytecode. Coles et al. adopt such an approach for mutating Java
bytecode [147]. Derezinska and Kowalski [8] and Hariri et al. [148] adopt the
same approach for mutating the Common Intermediate Language of .NET and
LLVM Bitcode, respectively.
Other approaches involve the use of interpreted systems, such as the ones
used by symbolic evaluation engines [149]. A possible realisation of this attempt
is to harness the Java virtual machines in order to control and introduce the
mutants [150]. Finally, Devroey et al. [151] suggested encoding all mutants as
a product line. The mutants can then be introduced as features of the system
under test.
5.3. Statically Eliminating Equivalent and Redundant mutants (Step 3.)
This step involves the identification of problematic mutants before their execution. This is a process that is typically performed statically. The idea is
that some equivalent mutants, i.e., mutants that are semantically equivalent to
the original program despite being syntactically different, and some redundant
mutants, i.e., mutants that are semantically different to the original program
but are subsumed by others, can be identified and removed prior to the costly
test execution phase. By removing these “useless” types of mutants we gain two
important benefits: first, we reduce the effort required to perform mutation and,
second, we improve the accuracy of the mutation score measurement. Unfortunately, having too many “useless”mutants obscures the mutation testing score
measurement by either overestimating or underestimating the level of coverage
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achieved. This last point is particularly important as it is linked to the decision
of when to stop the testing process, i.e., Step 8 (Section 5.8).
5.3.1. Identifying Equivalent Mutants
Detecting equivalent mutants is a well-known undecidable problem [28]. This
means that it is unrealistic to form an automated technique that will identify all
the equivalent mutants. The best we can do is to form heuristics that can remove
most of these mutants. One such effective heuristic relies on compiler optimisation techniques [37, 152]. The idea is that code optimisations transform the
syntactically different versions (mutants) to the optimised version. Therefore,
semantically equivalent mutants are transformed to the same optimised version.
This approach is called Trivial Compiler Optimization (TCE) and works by
declaring equivalences only for the mutants that their compiled object code is
identical to the compiled object code of the original program. Empirical results
suggest TCE is surprisingly effective, being able to identify at least 30% of all
the equivalent mutants.
Other techniques that aim at identifying equivalent mutants are of Kintis
and Malevris [153–155] who observed that equivalent mutants have specific dataflow patterns which form data-flow anomalies. Thus, by using static data-flow
analysis we can eliminate a large portion of equivalent mutants. This category
of techniques include the use of program verification techniques, such as Value
Analysis and Weakest Precondition calculus. Program verification is used to
detect mutants that are unreachable or mutants that cannot be infected [144,
145].
A different attempt to solve the same problem is based on identifying killable mutants.

This has been attempted using (static) symbolic execution

[149, 156]. Such attempts aim at executing mutants symbolically in order to
identify whether these can be killable with symbolic input data. Other approaches leverage software clones to tackle this issue [157]. Since software clones
behave similarly, their (non-)equivalent mutants tend to be the same. Therefore, likely killable mutants can be identified by projecting the mutants of one
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clone to the other [157].
Literature includes additional techniques for the identification of equivalent
mutants using dynamic analysis. These require test case execution and, thus,
are detailed in the Step 6 (Section 5.6).
5.3.2. Identifying Redundant Mutants
Redundant mutants, i.e., mutants that are killed when other mutants are
killed, inflate the mutation score with the unfortunate result of skewing the
measurement. Thus, it is likely that testers will not be able to interpret the
score well and end up wasting resources or performing testing of lower quality
than intended [152]. To this end, several researchers have proposed ways to
statically reduce redundancies.
Researchers have identified redundancies between the mutants produced by
the mutant operators. The initial attempts can be found in the studies of
Foster [158], Howden [159] and Tai [160, 161] which claimed that every relational
expression should only be tested to satisfy the >, == and < conditions. Tai [160,
161] also argued that compound predicates involving n conditional AND/OR
operators should be tested with n + 2(2 ∗ n + 3) conditions. Along the same
lines, Papadakis and Malevris [149, 162] suggested inferring the mutant infection
conditions (using symbolic execution) of the mutants produced by all operators
and simplify them in order to reduce the effort required to generate mutationbased test cases. This resulted in restricted versions for the Logical, Relational
and Unary operators.
More recently, Kaminski et al. [76, 163] analysed the fault hierarchy of the
mutants produced by the relational operators and showed that only three instances are necessary. Just et al. [164] used a similar analysis and identified
some redundancies between the mutants produced by the logical mutant operators. In a subsequent work, Just et al. [165] showed that the unary operator can
be also improved. Putting all these three cases together, i.e., Logical, Relational
and Unary operators, results in significant gains in both required runtime execution (runtime reductions of approximately 20%) and mutation score accuracy
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(avoiding mutation score overestimation which can be as high as 10%). Along
the same lines, Fernandes et al. [166] proposed 37 rules that can help avoiding
the introduction of redundant mutants. Their results showed that these rules
can reduce (on average) 13% of the total number of mutants.
All these approaches are based on a “local” form analysis, which is at the
predicate level (designed for the weak mutation). Thus, applying them on strong
mutation may not hold due to: a) error propagation that might prohibit killing
the selected mutants [141] and b) multiple executions of the mutated statements
caused by programming constructs such as loops and recursion [167, 168]. Empirical evidence by Lindström and Márki [168] confirms the above problem and
shows that there is a potential loss on the mutation score precision of 8%, at
most.
Recently, Trivial Compiler Optimization (TCE) [37, 152] has been suggested
as a way to reduce the adverse effects of this problem. Similar to the equivalent
mutant identification, TCE identifies duplicate mutant instances by comparing
the compiled object code of the mutants. Empirical results have shown that
TCE identifies (on average) 21% and 5.4% of C and Java mutants [152]. The
benefits of using TCE is that it is conservative as all declared redundancies are
guaranteed and deals with strong mutation.
Finally, Kurtz et al. [169] attempts to identify non-redundant mutants using
(static) symbolic execution. The idea is that by performing differential symbolic
execution between the mutants it is possible to identify such redundancies.
5.4. Mutation-based Test Generation (Step 4.)
According to the RIPR model [32], in order to kill a mutant we need test
cases that reach the mutant, cause an infection on the program state, manifest
the infection to the program output at an observable to the user point (asserted
by the test cases). Formulating these conditions as requirements we can drive the
test generation process. Currently, there are three main families of approaches
aiming at tackling this problem named as (static) constraint-based test generation [149, 170], search-based test generation [171, 172] and Concolic/Dynamic
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symbolic execution [141, 172]. Additional details regarding the automatic test
generation and mutation-based test generation can be found in the surveys of
Anand et al. [173] and Souza et al. [29].
5.4.1. Static Constraint-based Test Generation
Constraint-based methods turn each one of the RIPR conditions into a constraint and build a constraint system that is passed to a constraint solver. Thus,
the mutant killing problem is converted to a constraint satisfaction problem
[170]. Wotawa et al. [174] and Nica [175] proposed formulating the original and
mutant programs (one pair at a time) as a constraint system and use solvers to
search for a solution that makes the two programs differ by at least one output value. Kurtz et al. [169] adopted the same strategy in order to identify
subsuming mutants.
Papadakis and Malevris [149, 176] suggested formulating the RIPR conditions under selected paths in order to simplify the constraint formulation and
resolution process. A usual problem of path selection is the infeasible path problem, i.e., paths that do not represent valid execution paths, which is heuristically
alleviated using an efficient path selection strategy [149, 176].
Other attempts are due to Papadakis and Malevris [177] and Holling et
al. [156] who used out of the box symbolic execution engines (JPF-SE [178]
and KLEE [179] respectively) to generate mutation-based test cases. These
approaches instrument the original program with mutant killing conditions that
the symbolic execution engine is asked to cover (transforms the mutant killing
problem to code reachability problem). Riener et al. [180] suggested using
Bounded Model Checking techniques to search for solutions (counter examples)
that expose the studied mutants.
5.4.2. Concolic/Dynamic Symbolic Execution Test Generation
To overcome the potential weaknesses of the static methods, researchers proposed dynamic techniques such as Concolic/Dynamic symbolic execution. Similar to the static methods, the objective is to formulate the RIPR conditions.
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However, dynamic techniques approximate the symbolic constraints based on
the actual program execution. Therefore, there is a need to embed the mutant killing conditions within the executable program and guide test generation
towards these conditions.
The first approach that uses Concolic/Dynamic symbolic execution is that
of Papadakis et al. [177, 181] that targets weak mutation. The main idea of this
approach is to embed the mutant infection conditions within the schematic functions that are produced by the mutant schemata technique (described earlier in
Section 5.2). This way, all the mutants are encoded into one executable program
along with their killing conditions (mutant infection conditions). Subsequently,
by using a Concolic/Dynamic symbolic execution tool we can directly produce
test cases by targeting the mutant infection conditions. Similarly, Zhang et al.
[182] and Bardin et al. [144, 183] use annotations to embed the mutant infection
conditions within the program under analysis. Along the same lines, Jamrozik
et al. [184] augment the path conditions with additional constraints, similar to
mutant infection conditions, to target mutants.
All the above approaches are actually performing some form of weak mutation as they produce test cases by targeting mutants’ reachability and infection
conditions. Performing weak mutation often results in tests that can strongly
kill many mutants [32]. However, these tests often only kill (strongly) trivial
mutants which usually fail to reveal faults [6]. To improve test generation, there
is a need to formulate the mutant propagation condition on top of the reachability and infection conditions. This is complex as it involves the formulation of
the two executions (the one of the original program and the one of the mutant)
along all possible execution paths. Therefore, researchers try to heuristically approximate this condition through search. Papadakis and Malevris [141] search
the path space between the mutation point until the program output. This helps
finding inputs that satisfy the propagation condition. Finally, another approach
proposed by Harman et al. [172] searches the program input space using a constrained search engine (reachability and infection conditions are augmented with
an extra conjunct to additional constraints).
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5.4.3. Search-based Test Generation
Other dynamic test generation techniques use search-based optimisation algorithms to generate mutant killing test cases. The idea realised by this class
of methods is to formulate and search the program input domain under the
guidance of a fitness function. The primary concern for these approaches is to
define a fitness function that is capable of capturing the RIPR conditions and
effectively identify test inputs that satisfy these conditions.
There are many different search-based optimisation algorithms to choose
from, but in the case of mutation, the most commonly used ones are the hill
climbing [172, 185] and Genetic algorithms. As mentioned earlier, the main
concern of these methods is the formulation of the fitness function. For instance,
Ayari et al. [186] formulates the fitness as mutant reachability (distance from
covering mutants) and Papadakis et al. [177, 181] formulates the fitness as
fulfilment of mutant infection conditions (distance from infecting mutants).
As with the already-presented techniques, formulating the propagation condition in the fitness function is not straight-forward and thus, it is approximated
by formulating indirect objectives. Fraser and Zeller [171, 187] measure the mutants’ impact (the number of statements with changed coverage, between a
mutant and the original programs, along the test execution) to form the propagation condition. Papadakis and Malevris [188–190] measure the distance to
reach specific program points which when impacted (covered by the original
program execution and not by the mutant execution or vice versa) result in mutant killing. These are determined based on the mutants that have been killed
by the past executions.
Patrick et al. [191] proposed a technique to evolve input parameter subdomains based on their effectiveness in killing mutants. The experimental evaluation of this approach suggests that it can find optimised subdomains whose test
cases are capable of killing more mutants than test cases selected from random
subdomains.
The most recent approaches try to formulate the mutant propagation con-
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dition by measuring the disagreement between the test traces of the original
program and the mutants. Fraser and Arcuri [192] count the number of executed predicates that differ while Souza et al. [185] measure the differences in
the branch distances between the test executions.
5.5. Mutant Execution (Step 5.)
Perhaps the most expensive stage of mutation testing is the mutant execution
step. This step involves the execution of test cases with the candidate test cases.
Thus, given a program with n mutants and a test suite that contains m tests, we
have to perform n × m program executions at maximum. For instance, consider
a case where we have 100 mutants and a test suite that requires 10 seconds
to execute for the original program. In this case, we expect that our analysis
will complete in 1,000 seconds. This makes the process time-consuming (since
a large number of mutants is typically involved) and, thus, limits the scalability
of the method.
To reduce this overhead, several optimisations have been proposed. We
identify two main scenarios where the optimisations may appear. The first one,
which we refer to as “Scenario A”, regards the computation of mutation score,
while the second one, which we refer to as “Scenario B”, regards the computation
of a mutant matrix (a matrix that involves the test execution results of all tests
with all the mutants; an example appears in Figure 4). This mutant matrix is
used by many techniques such as the mutation-based fault localisation [17], the
oracle construction [171], test suite reduction [193] and prioritisation [194].
The difference between the abovementioned scenarios is that when computing the mutation score (Scenario A) we only need to execute a mutant until it is
killed. Therefore, we do not need to re-execute the mutants that have already
been killed by a test case with other test cases. This simple approach achieves
major execution savings. However, it does not apply on the second scenario
where we need to execute all mutants with all test cases.
To illustrate the difference, consider the example mutant matrix of Figure 4.
To construct this mutant matrix (Scenario B), we need 20 executions (4 mutants
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Mutants
Tests
m1

m2

m3

m4

t1

X

X

t2

X

X

t3

X

t4

X

t5

X

X

X

Figure 4: Example Mutant Matrix.

executed with the 5 tests). A naive approach for computing the mutation score
(Scenario A) that does the same will also require 20 executions. However,
mutation score calculation requires computing the number of mutants that are
killed. Therefore, once a mutant is killed we do not need to re-execute it. In
the above example, the tester will make 4 executions for t1 (mutants m1 , m2 ,
m3 and m4 ) and he will determine that m1 and m4 are killed. Then, he will
execute all the live mutants with t2 (2 executions, mutants m2 and m3 ) and
he will determine that none of them is killed. Then, he will execute the same
mutants with t3 (2 executions, mutants m2 and m3 ) and will determine that
m3 is killed. For the last couple of test cases t4 and t5 he will execute only
the mutant m2 . The sum of these executions is 10 which is greatly reduced
compared to the initial requirement of 20 executions.
In the above analysis, we implicitly consider that there is an order of the test
cases we are using. Therefore, by using different orders we can reduce further
the number of test executions. In the example of Figure 4, if we execute t1 and
t3 first and then t2 , t4 and t5 , we can reduce the number of test executions to
9. Zhang et al. [195] realised this idea using test case prioritisation techniques.
Similarly, Just et al. [196] proposed using the fastest test cases first and Zhu et
al. [197] selected pairs of mutants and test cases to run together based on the
similarity of mutants and test cases (identified by data-compression techniques).
Of course, these two approaches only apply to Scenario A.
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Regarding both Scenarios A and B, there are several optimisations that try
to avoid executing mutants that have no chance of being killed by the candidate
test cases. Thus, mutants that are not reachable by any test should not be
executed as there is no chance of killing them. This is one of the initial test
execution optimisations that has been adopted in the Proteum mutation testing
tool [198]. This tool records the execution trace of the original program and
executes only the mutants that are reachable by the employed tests. In practice,
this optimisation achieves major speed-ups compared to the execution of all tests
(in both considered scenarios).
Papadakis and Malevris [177, 181] observed that it is possible to record with
one execution all the mutants that can be infected by a test. This was implemented by embedding the mutant infection conditions within the schematic
functions that are produced by the mutant schemata technique (described in
Section 5.2). Thus, instead of executing every mutant with every test, it is
possible to execute all mutants at once, by monitoring the coverage of the infection conditions. Durelli et al. [150] suggested harnessing the Java virtual
machine instead of schematic functions in order to record the mutant infection
conditions. Both these methods resulted in major speed-ups (up to 5 times).
When performing strong mutation many mutants are not killed despite being covered by test cases, simply because the mutant execution did not infect
the program state. Therefore, there is no reason to strongly execute mutants
that are not reached and infected by the candidate test cases. Based on this
observation, Papadakis and Malevris [141] proposed to strongly execute only
the mutants that are reached and infect the program state at the mutant expression point. Along the same lines, Kim et al. [199] proposed optimising test
executions by avoiding redundant executions identified using statement level
weak mutation. Both the studies of Papadakis and Malevris [141] and Kim et
al. [199] resulted in major execution savings. More recently, Just et al. [200]
reported that these approaches reduce the mutant execution time by 40%. A
further extension of this approach is to consider mutant infection at the mutant
statement point (instead of mutant expression) [142].
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Other test execution advances include heuristics related to the identification of infinite loops caused by mutants. Such infinite loops are frequent and
greatly affect mutant execution time. However, since determining whether a
test execution can terminate or not is an undecidable problem heuristic solutions are needed. The most frequent practice adopted by mutation testing tools
to terminate test execution is with predefined execution time thresholds, e.g.,
if it exceeds three times the original program execution time. Mateo et al.
[201, 202] proposed recording program execution and determine whether potential infinite loops are encountered by measuring the number of encountered
iterations.
All the abovemetioned works aim at removing redundant executions. Another way to reduce the required effort is to take advantage of common execution
parts (between the original program and the mutants). Thus, instead of executing every mutant from the input point to the mutation point, we can have
a shared execution for these parts and then a different execution for the rest
(from the mutation point to the program output). Such an approach is known
as Split-stream execution [203]. The separation of the execution is usually performed using a Fork mechanism [143]. Empirical results suggest that such an
approach can substantially improve the mutant execution process [142, 143]. It
is noted that these approaches are orthogonal to those that are based on mutant
infection. Therefore, a combination of them can further improve the process and
substantially enhance the scalability of the method, as demonstrated by Wang
et al. [142].
An alternative way of speeding-up mutation testing is by leveraging parallel
processing. This is an old idea that has not been investigated much. There are
many tools supporting parallel execution of mutants, like [147, 204, 205], but
they do not report any results or specific advances. Mateo et al. [206] reports
results from five algorithms and shows that the mutant execution cost is reduced
proportionally to the number of nodes that one is using.
Finally, there are also approaches tackling the problem in specialised cases.
For instance, Gligoric et al. [207, 208] suggest a method for the efficient state38

space exploration of multithreaded programs. This work involves optimisation
techniques and heuristics that achieve substantial mutant execution savings. In
the context of fault localisation, Gong et al. [209] proposed a dynamic strategy
that avoids executing mutants that do not contribute to the computation of
mutant suspiciousness and achieves 32.4% to 87% cost-reductions. In the case
of regression testing, Zhang et al. [210] identifies the mutants that are affected by
the program changes (made during regression) and executes only those in order
to compute the mutation score. The affected mutants are identified with a form
of slicing (dependencies between mutants and program changes). Wright et al.
[211] uses mutant schemata and parallelisation to optimise the test of relational
database schemas. Zhou and Frankl [212] proposed a technique called inferential
checking that determines whether mutants of database updating statements
(INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE) can be killed by observing the state change
they induce.
5.6. Mutation Score Calculation and Refinement (Step 6.)
The mutant execution aims at determining which mutants are killed and
which are not. By calculating this number, we can compute the mutation score
that represents the level of the test thoroughness achieved. Determining whether
a test execution resulted in killing a mutant requires observing and comparing
the program outputs. Thus, depending on what we define as a program output
we can have different killing conditions. Usually, what constitutes the program
output is determined by the level of granularity that the testing is applied to.
Usually in unit testing the program output is defined as the observable (public
access) return values, object states (or global variables), exceptions that were
thrown (or segmentation faults), and program crashes. In system level, program
output constitutes everything that the program prints to the standard/error
outputs, such as messages printed on the monitor, behaviour of user interfaces,
messages sent to other systems and data stored (in files, databases etc.).
In the case of non-deterministic systems, it is necessary to define mutant
killing conditions based on a form of oracle that models the behaviour of the
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obtained outputs. Patrick et al. [213] use pseudo-oracles to test stochastic software. Rutherford et al. [214] use discrete-event simulations (executable specifications) to define assertions and sanity checks that model how “reasonable”
are the test execution results (distribution topology, communication failure, and
timing) of distributed systems.
Observing and comparing the program outputs often requires a test driver
that it is program specific and, thus, researchers usually approximate program
outputs by observing a subset of it, usually defined by the test assertions (and
program crashes). Alternative techniques involve the use of stubs, oracle data,
log messages and internal program states that will be detailed later on, in Section 5.9. Mateo et al. [128] proposed flexible weak mutation, an approach for
system level mutation testing that considers mutants as killed when they result
in corrupted object states. Object states are checked after the execution of every method call. Wu et al. [104] record execution paths and determine whether
mutants cause any deviations from the original program’s ones (execution of
different paths).
Computing the mutation score requires the removal of equivalent mutants.
As already discussed in Section 5.3, identifying equivalent mutants is a manual
task that is partially addressed through static heuristics. Since the problem is
important, there are some attempts to approximate the mutation score using
dynamic heuristics. The idea is that mutants that are not killed by the tests
but are capable of causing differences on the program state are likely to be
killable [215]. This idea was initially introduced by Grun et al. [215] and, later,
studied by the works of Schuler and colleagues [216–218]. Overall, these studies
examined several heuristics that measure different types of impact (breaking
program invariants, changed return values, altered control-flow and data-flow)
and showed that measuring whether mutants cause deviations on the program
execution forms the best option.
The use of mutants’ impact provides opportunities to define mutant selection and classification strategies. Schwarz et al. [219] defined a mutant selection
strategy by selecting a small set of mutants with high impact and diverge lo40

cations (all over the codebase). Mutant classification provides opportunities
to achieve good trade-offs between effectiveness and efficiency. Papadakis and
Traon [220, 221] defined such strategies and found that mutant’ classification is
beneficial when low quality test suites are used.
Other attempts to refine and approximate the mutation score with the use
of mutant classification are due to Kintis et al. [222, 223]. Kintis et al. observed that killable mutants are likely to compose a higher order mutant that
behaves differently than the first order ones that it is composed of. Based on this
observation, a mutant classification strategy that identifies 81% of the killable
mutants with a precision of 71% was proposed.
5.7. Reduce/Prioritise Test Cases (Step 7.)
This step involves the test suite reduction and/or test suite prioritisation.
Test reduction refers to the process of removing test cases that are somehow
redundant, i.e., test cases that when removed from the test suites do not change
the mutation score. Test prioritisation refers to the process of ordering test
cases in such a way that mutants are killed as early as possible.
Mutation-based test suite reduction has been suggested by Usaola et al.
[224], using a greedy algorithm. The idea is to iteratively select the test cases
that kill the maximum number of mutants that were not killed by the previously
selected test cases. Hao et al. [225] used mutation to estimate a confidence
level for the fault detection loss experienced due to the reduced test suites.
Therefore, users can minimise their test suites using structural criteria and
get an estimation of the potential fault-detection capability loss based on the
mutants.
Shi et al. [193] used mutants to reduce test suites and measured different
trade-offs between reduced test suites and fault-detection loss when reduced test
suites kill fewer mutants than the original (non-reduced) ones. Similar to this
work, Alipour et al. [226] proposed reducing (simplifying) individual tests rather
than removing some of them and measured the trade-offs between reductions
and fault-detection loss.
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Regarding test case prioritisation, Lou et al. [194] studied two prioritisation
schemes; one based on the number of mutants killed and one based on the distribution of the killed mutants and found that prioritising based on the number
of killed mutants performs best. Nguyen et al. [227] proposed ordering first the
test cases that kill the most mutants in order to support the audit testing of
webservice compositions. In their work, they considered only a subset of mutants, which is the ones that do not violate the explicit contract with the service
under analysis.
5.8. Confidence Inspired by Mutation Score (Step 8.)
The mutation testing process stops when mutation score reaches a userspecified threshold. In theory, this threshold reflects the level of confidence that
developers have on the testing performed. Unfortunately, there are very few
studies related to this subject, i.e., measuring the relationship between mutation
score and fault revelation. Along these lines, Li et al. [52] experimented with
mutation adequate test suites (test suites that kill all killable mutants) and
showed that these tests reveal more faults than the ones of structural testing
criteria. This result is in line with the results of older studies that showed the
superiority of mutation testing over other structural test criteria [27, 55].
The most recent studies on the subject are those of Papadakis et al. [41] and
Chekam et al. [6] that studied the fault revelation ability of mutation testing.
The most important finding of the studies is that the “relationship between
strong mutation and fault revelation exhibits a form of threshold behaviour”
[6] and that “achieving higher mutation scores improves signicantly the fault
detection”. This means that there is a strong connection between mutation
score and fault revelation only at higher mutation score levels (above a specific
threshold). However, below that level, the mutation score is completely disconnected from fault-revelation. In practice, this means that inadequate test suites
that fail to reach relatively high mutation scores are vulnerable to noise effects
and testers should not be confident on their testing (based on them). Perhaps
more importantly, the same study shows that strong mutation adequate test
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suites are capable of revealing at least 90% of the program faults [6].
The study of Tengeri et al. [228] suggests that mutation testing forms a
good indicator of the expected number of defects in a system (number of real
faults reported after the release of the system). Since these defects are those
missed by the testing process they can be viewed as quality indicators of the
test suite thoroughness.
Generally, it is important to consider the role of equivalent and redundant
mutants when studying the relationship between mutation score and fault revelation. In practice, both the existence of equivalent and redundant mutants,
makes the evaluation of the exact mutation score value obscure, with the unfortunate effect of overestimating or underestimating the true score [36, 152, 229].
In particular, equivalent mutants tend to reduce the true mutation score, while
redundant mutants have mixed effects. Therefore, reliably studying the mutantfault relation requires, to some extend, adequate solutions for these problems.
Overall, we know very little regarding this fundamental aspect of software
testing (confidence inspired by mutation score). Studies increasing our understanding on this respect are important and should form one of the main subjects
addressed by future research. Similarly, studies addressing the equivalent and
redundant mutant problems are also key to this problem.
5.9. Test Oracles (Step 9.)
Once we create test inputs and reach the desire level of mutation score,
we need to check whether the program under test behaves as expected. Additionally, we need to equip our tests with test oracles that assert the desired
behaviour for future use. This is the phase were we actually find faults (when
the program does not behave as expected). Unfortunately, in the absence of
formal specifications this task is carried out manually.
One of the first attempts to automate this process is due to Fraser and Zeller
[171, 187] who used mutants to guide oracle assertion creation. The idea is to
check (and assert) the part of the program output that is responsible for killing
the mutants. Fraser and Zeller [171, 187] formulate this as a search problem and
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devised an automated approach that generates test assertions. Testers are then
asked to validate these assertions. The same method has also been extended
to identify relevant pre- and post-conditions suitable for parameterized tests
[101, 230]. In the same vein, Knauth et al. [231] evaluated the quality of
contracts (written in the Java Modeling Language) by mutating them.
The use of mutants in creating test oracles has been a common practice in
automated test generation tools. Evosuite [232] adopts this practice for generating test oracles for Java programs. Yoshida et al. [233, 234] use the same
method to support test generation for C/C++ programs. Jahangirova et al.
[235, 236] use mutants to detect relevant observed state differences and abstract
them into test oracles.
Mutants have also been used to drive the creation of oracle data (a set of
variables that should be monitored during testing) [237, 238]. In this work,
internal program variables are monitored and ranked according to their ability
to kill mutants. Similar to the work of Fraser and Zeller, mutants assist the
creation and minimisation of the oracle data. Jahangirova et al. [239] uses test
generation and mutation testing to assess and improve oracles (code assertions).
Additional details regarding test oracles can be found in the survey of Barr et
al. [240].
5.10. Debugging (Step 10.)
Research on mutation-based debugging has followed two main directions,
namely fault localisation and fault fixing. The former refers to the problem of
locating the code areas that are responsible for a given failure while the later to
the problem of automatically repairing the fault using the available test suite.
5.10.1. Mutation-based Fault Localisation
Mutation-based fault localisation was introduce by Papadakis and Le Traon
[17, 241] with their work on the Metallaxis method. The underlying idea of Metallaxis is that mutants killed mostly by failing tests have a connection (interaction) with the program defects that caused the program failures. Thus, mutants
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killed mostly by failing tests provide indications regarding the faulty program locations. Empirical results on this approach demonstrated that mutation-based
fault localisation is significantly superior to other types of fault localisation
techniques, such as spectrum-based fault localisation [17, 242].
Metallaxis was later extended to support mutant reduction techniques, such
as selective mutation [125] and has been released as an automated tool called
Proteum/FL [204]. The idea of Metallaxis was later extended by Moon et al.
[243], who introduce the MUSE method. MUSE works by checking whether
mutants turn the failing test cases into passing or not. The difference from
Metallaxis is that MUSE does not consider the mutants that are killed (have
different outputs from the original program) by failing test cases but still they
are not passing.
Other mutation-based fault localisation techniques are those of Zhang et
al. [244] who studied fault localisation on the context of evolving programs
and localised suspicious program edits. Hong et al. [245, 246] extended MUSE
for multiligual programs. Empirical results demonstrated that mutation-based
techniques identify the faulty program locations (and edits) as the most suspicious statements. Another work of this type is that of Murtaza et al. [247, 248].
In this work, it was observed that the test execution traces produced by mutants
and faults are similar. Musco et al. [249] used mutants to approximate a causal
graph. This approach realises the idea of tracking causality in call graphs by
exploring the test paths that lead to killing mutants.
5.10.2. Mutation-based Fault Repair and other Debugging Activities
Mutation has been used to support program repair activities by Debroy
and Wong [250, 251]. These works observe that many faults are fixed by simple syntactic transformations. Therefore, since mutants are simple syntactic
transformations, they form potential patch candidates. The advantage of this
technique is that it is simple and can be completely automated by a mutation
testing tool.
Generally, automated fault repair is a large field of research with many
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specialised applications. Most of the approaches use genetic programming or
constraint-based techniques to select and check whether special types of mutants
can fix the underlying faults.
One of the first attempts in the area is due to Weimer et al. [18, 252],
who used genetic programming with statement deletion, statement insertion,
statement replacement and crossover mutant operators in order to support the
automated bug fixing. Empirical results demonstrated that this approach can be
particularly effective [253]. Later, Weimer et al. [254] leveraged mutation testing
advances in order to improve the performance of fault fixing. In this work,
the duality between mutation testing and fault repair is detailed along with
potential opportunities for cross fertilisation between the approaches. Other
fault repair approaches combining search and mutation testing are by Tan and
Roychoudhury [255], who introduce a regression repair technique that searches
for mutants (using 8 types of mutant operators) that fix regression faults.
There are many automated fault repair techniques that use some form of
syntactic transformations (can be viewed as specialised higher order mutants)
in order perform program repair. For instance, Long and Rinard [256] and Kim
et al. [257] use syntactic patterns to perform program repair. However, as these
approaches fall outside the scope of the present paper, the interested reader is
redirected to a specialised survey on this subject [258].
Other debugging techniques relying on a form of mutation testing is Angelic
debugging [259]. The idea of Angelic debugging is to perform a form of data
state mutation in order to correct the program execution. The idea is to identify
the set of values that can substitute the program state (at runtime) and results
in a form of “correct” execution.

6. Alternative Code-based Mutation Testing Advances
This section details code-based testing advances that do not conform to
the mutation testing process, as depicted in Figure 3. These advances include
predictions of the mutation score, gamification of mutation testing, the use of
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search algorithms and diversity-aware testing techniques.
Mutation testing requires performing the mutant execution step which is
expensive even when using the test execution optimisations that were discussed
in Section 5.5. To deal with this problem, many researchers have proposed the
use of alternative proxies to measure the fault revealing potential of test cases.
Gligoric et al. [59, 60] found that branch coverage measurements are strongly
correlated with mutation scores. Therefore, they argued that branch coverage could be used as an alternative to real faults and mutation faults. Later,
Gopinath et al. [62] conducted a large empirical study and found that statement coverage scores correlate strongly with mutation scores. Unfortunately,
there are also studies demonstrating that coverage does not correlate well with
mutant detection [61].
Zhang et al. [260] built a classification model that predicts the mutants that
are killed without executing them. The model relies on a number of features
related to mutants, tests and coverage measures and predicts the mutant execution results with a relatively good precision (with over 0.85 precision and
recall).
Designing mutation-based tests is a tedious and potentially boring task that
most developers try to avoid. As testing requires the involvement of developers,
their motivation is crucial. In view of this, the studies of Rojas and Fraser [261]
and Rojas et al. [262] suggested making these activities entertaining by gamefying mutation testing. The game includes two main roles, the attacker and the
defender. The former aims at creating subtle non-equivalent mutants and the
latter at creating test cases to kill these mutants. Overall, this approach helps
educating and motivating developers. It can also help crowdsourcing complex
tasks, such as test generation and adequacy evaluation [262].
Search-based mutation testing forms an alternative approach to traditional
mutation testing. Instead of selecting mutants from a predefined set of operators, it uses meta-heuristic search techniques to evolve and optimise the generation of higher order mutants [263]. The idea here is to seek tailored mutants
that fit to the particular goals of the testers. Thus, search-based techniques can
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be employed in order to search the space of all possible mutants for those that
are subtle (mutants that are killed by only few test cases) [264], representative
of all mutants [38], and realistic (both semantically and syntactically close to
the original program) [72].
There is a number of approaches that utilise mutant optimisation: Jia and
Harman study ways to combine first order mutants so that they produce subtle faults [38, 264] for C programs. Harman et al. [265] reports that by using
search it is possible to improve test effectiveness (between 5.6% and 12%) while
enjoying 15% improved efficiency (in Java programs). Langdon et al. [72] used
grammar-based, bi-objective, strongly typed genetic programming to form realistic mutants for C programs. Along the same lines, Omar et al. [15] experiment
with Java and AspectJ mutants. Their results demonstrate that it is possible
to generate subtle higher order mutants [266, 267]. Omar et al. [267, 268]
experimented with different ways of combining first order mutants in order to
improve the efficiency of the approach. They found that a form of local search
performs best. Wu et al. [269] use higher order mutation to genetically improve
the non-functional properties of the program under test. Their approach yields
time and memory performance improvements of approximately 18% and 20%,
respectively.
Finally, Shin et al. [270, 271] proposed using mutants as a test suite diversity
measure and defined a mutation-based diversity test criterion. The idea of
this approach is to construct test cases that can distinguish every mutant from
every other mutant. Thus, instead of trying to distinguish the behaviour of the
mutants from that of the original program, they proposed to distinguish the
behaviour of every mutant from all the others.

7. Advances beyond Code-based Mutation Testing
This section presents approaches that use mutants to support software engineering activities other than code-based testing. We first outline those belonging
to the model-based testing, and continue with those related to security testing
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and, finally, other applications and testing approaches.
7.1. Model-based Testing
An important line of mutation-based research regards its application to
model artefacts. Older approaches called it specification-based mutation but
the newer ones refer to it as model-based mutation. Here, we briefly discuss
these approaches. For a detailed description and discussion on this subject, we
point the reader to the specialised survey of Belli et al. [30].
Henard et al. [272] propose the use of mutation to test software product lines.
The variability of software product lines and configurable systems is compactly
represented by feature models. Therefore, the study of Henard et al. introduces
mutant operators that mutate feature models (and their constraints). The idea
is to transform the feature model into an equivalent logic formula, which is mutated using logical operators (using a tool called MutaLog [273]). Subsequently,
the effectiveness of the selected configurations (to detect conformance faults of
feature models) is evaluated based on their ability to detect mutants. In a later
study, the feature model mutants were used to assist the automatic repair of
feature models [274]. This is achieved by iteratively mutating the model under
analysis until it reaches the desirable state.
An advantage of using feature model mutants is that by targeting them, it is
possible to generate (automatically) a small set of test configurations. Henard
et al. [275] applied this idea using search-based optimisation methods in order
to minimize the number of selected configurations and maximize the number
of killed mutants. Filho et al. [276, 277] used a multi-objective optimisation
approach to achieve several trade-offs between the number of selected configurations and number of killed mutants, their diversity and etc.
Generating feature model mutants with the aim of selecting test configurations also been attempted by Arcaini et al. [278]. The difference of this method
from that of Henard et al. is that mutants are introduced directly on the feature
model under test (instead of the logic formula). The study also reports results
from a test configuration generation technique that attempts to kill these mu49

tants. The same approach was then used to evaluate the conformance of feature
models to a software product line [279]. This approach also attempts to automatically detect and remove conformance faults from the feature model, similar
to Henard et al. [274]. The difference is that since mutants are applied directly
on the feature model the resulting models are expected to be easy to understand.
The study of Trakhtenbrot [280] focuses of testing statechart-based models for reactive systems. This approach is concerned with specific semantics of
statechart models that are not aligned with the model’s implementation. These
semantics are the “zero-time” abstraction and “maximal parallelism”, which are
the subjects of mutation. Considering the conformance relation of action systems, Aichernig and Jöbstl [281] proposed a technique for encoding the semantics (of action systems) as constrains to be incorporated in the test conformance
relations. These relations form the mutant killable conditions. Similarly, Aichernig et al. [282, 283] developed a mutation-based test generation technique for
UML state machines.
Devroey et al. [12] introduced the notion of featured model-based mutation analysis, a flexible formalism based on Featured Transition Systems, which
enable the optimised generation, configuration and execution of mutants. The
main idea behind this approach is to represent the model mutants as products
of a Software Product Line [151]. Based on this idea, the authors demonstrate
that the technique can speed-up mutant execution up to 1,000 times when compared to other behavioural model mutation approaches. Similarly, Belli and
Beyazit [284] propose a mutant generation technique that attempts to limit the
introduction of equivalent and duplicated mutants. The same approach aims at
optimising the test case execution by avoiding the comparison of the mutants
with the original models.
El-Fakih et al. [285] present a mutation-based test case generation technique for Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs) that evaluates whether the
EFSM under test conforms to user defined faults. As part of the technique, the
EFSM under test is mutated and test cases able to kill the generated mutants
are generated. Another technique, proposed by Su et al. [286], utilises mutated
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GUI models for test case generation of Android applications. This particular
approach mutates an auto-generated stochastic GUI model of the application,
represented as a FSM, in order to search for better models that will result in different, and potentially better, event sequences compared to the original model.
Finally, Aichernig et al. [287] combine property-based testing with model-based
mutation testing to generate efficiently test suites that target specific coverage
criteria based on EFSMs.
As for code-based mutation, detecting equivalent mutants at the model level
is a tricky problem. When considering behavioural models such as automata,
this problem can be formulated as a language equivalence problem. Indeed, if
two automata accept the same language, then their traces are the same and no
test case can distinguish them. Language equivalence is P-SPACE complete but
efficient algorithms exist. Devroey et al. [3] compared one of such algorithms
with two sorts of simulations: one that is completely random and one that
exploits syntactic differences between the models to direct trace generation to
infected states. Biased simulations proved to be efficient for strong mutation
cased on large models while the exact approach was more interesting for weak
mutation.
Belli et al. [108] present a mutation-based technique to test “go-back” functions modelled by pushdown automata. This approach uses mutant operators
that affect the transitions, state and stack of pushdown automata. Aichernig
and Lorber [288, 289] propose a model-based mutation testing technique for
timed automata that tackles the state-space explosion problem caused when
unfolding timed automata. The method improves the test execution using the
unfolded structure of the original specifications. Larsen et al. [290] builds on this
work and further improve its efficiency. Zhou et al. [291] present a specificationbased mutation approach to test safety-critical systems. This method defines
mutant operators for the Input Output Symbolic Transition System modelling
language and introduce a test case generation technique to create test cases
based on these mutants. Adra et al. [292] study the application of mutation
to agent-based systems. This approach defines mutant operators to address the
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properties of this type of systems.
Stephan et al. [293, 294] present a technique that compares model-clone
detection techniques for Simulink models using mutation. This approach introduces a set of structural mutant operators designed to compare model-clone
detectors. The design of the operators was based on the authors’ observations
of potential model edit operations in publicly available models. In an extension of this work, Stephan et al. [295] present a taxonomy of Simulink mutant
operators that represent realistic edit scenarios when modelling. Although this
taxonomy was created with the comparison of model-clone detectors in mind,
the authors suggest that it can represent Simulink model mutations in general.
Later, Pill et al. [296] developed a mutation testing framework for Simulink
models, named SIMULTATE.
Testing model transformations using mutation has been attempted by Khan
and Hassine [297]. In this approach the authors introduce specific mutant operators for the Atlas Transformation Language. Later, Troya et al. [298] focuses
on the same subject and presented an extensive set of mutant operators that
uses both first and higher-order mutation transformations [299]. Another study
that tests model transformations using mutation is due to Aranega et al. [300],
who focuses on how to support the generation of mutation-adequate test cases
for checking model transformations. In this case, test cases are test models.
The intuition behind the approach is that building a test model that is able
to kill alive mutants from scratch is difficult, thus, the approach attempts to
provide guidance to select some of the already available test models (test cases)
to modify to kill the alive mutants.
Bartel et al. [301] focus on testing Dynamically Adaptive Systems. These
systems are governed by adaptation policies that incorporate how and when the
system will adapt. The approach focuses on testing whether these adaptation
policies are correctly implemented using mutation. Thus, a set of mutant operators is defined using a meta-model that represent the policy formalisms. The
approach also suggests a specialisation of these mutant operators for the case
of action-based adaptation policies.
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Mutation testing has also been applied on NuSMV models. Arcaini et al.
[302] creates mutants of such models and checks whether the NuSMV model
advisor (an automatic static model review tool) can statically detect these mutants. Mutant operators for UML domain models have been defined by Kaplan
et al. [303]. This study aims at generating test cases based on information
provided by the domain model, expressed as a UML class diagram with invariants, and the use case model of the application under test. Fraser and Wotawa
[304] presents another model-based mutation approach aiming at determining
property violations of a model. The approach relies on the notion of property
relevance which relates test cases to model properties, in an attempt to connect
the failing of a test case with a violation of a property.
The application of mutation testing at system requirements that are expressed in a natural language has also been attempted. Trakhtenbrot [305] introduced a semantic mutation approach that introduces mutants related to the
intended meaning of the requirements (requirements expressed by predifined
patterns) by altering the pattern of the requirements. This enables the use of
the mutants for test generation and test evaluation.
Mutation testing has also been applied on Alloy models. Sullivan et al. [306]
performed mutation testing in declarative programming paradigm (Alloy language) to support test case generation and showed that it is robust at revealing
real faults.
Finally, mutation has been applied on aspect-oriented programs by mutating state models. Xu et al. [307] proposes two strategies for generating tests
from such models. The first one leverages structural information from the state
model to generate test cases whereas the second one is based on counterexamples generated by model-checking (counterexamples that form illegal sequences
of events in the original model). The study of Lindström et al. [308] introduces a mutation-based approach to test aspect-oriented models. The approach
proposes a set of mutant operators targeting specific features of aspect-oriented
modelling. Abstract tests created to kill the generated mutants evaluate the
modelling of cross-cutting concerns and the weaving process, as well.
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7.2. Security Testing
This section presents mutation-based approaches related to security. More
precisely, applications on testing security policies [309–313], regression testing of
security policies [314] and testing security protocols [315] are shortly described.
Testing security policies using mutation has been suggested by Mouelhi et
al. [310]. In this study, Mouelhi et al. propose a meta-model that captures
different rule-based security policy formalisms. This meta-model forms the subject for mutation which is performed using a set of (proposed) generic operators
that can simulate faults in the various instantiations of the model. Along the
same lines, Mouelhi et al. [312] present another mutation-based technique that
automatically transforms functional test cases into security test cases (test the
security policy). In this approach, mutation is used for two purposes: to identify
the subset of the functional test cases that are impacted by the security policy
and to relate this subset’s functional test cases to specific security policy rules.
Dadeau et al. [315, 316] propose a mutation-based test generation and evaluation technique that validates an implementation of a security protocol that is
written in the High-Level Security Protocol Language. These approaches propose mutant operators that introduce leaks in the security protocols and creates
abstract test cases for HLPSL models by targeting/killing mutants.
Other attempts to test security policies are due to Bertolino et al. [311]
who propose a fault model for history-based security policies. This study aims
at policies written in the PolPA language and proposes modification rules that
attempt to simulate faults that can occur in the implementation of the Policy Decision Point (PDP) and target only the static behaviour of the PDP.
Elrakaiby et al. [309] and Nguyen et al. [313] attempt to test the obligation
policy enforcement and delegation policies. These goals are achieved by using
mutant operators that introduce changes in key elements of the obligation policy
management and delegation features.
Finally, Hwang et al. [314] investigate test selection techniques for regression
testing of security policies. They proposed three techniques towards this goal,
one of which is based on mutation analysis. This particular technique first uses
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mutation analysis to correlate policy rules and tests cases and, subsequently, it
applies test selection. The test selection is performed by selecting test cases that
are correlated with rules involved with syntactic changes between the original
policy and its mutants.
7.3. Supporting adaptive random testing, boundary value analysis and combinatorial interaction testing
Mutation testing has been used to support or extend several not mutationbased testing methods. Thus, it has been used to support adaptive random
testing, boundary value analysis and combinatorial interaction testing.
In the context of combinatorial interaction testing, Papadakis et al. [317]
proposed mutating the constraints between the program input parameters. Thus,
instead of selecting input combinations that satisfy the input constraints only,
the authors proposed selecting the combinations that make the mutated constraints invalid. The underlying idea of this approach is that the difference
between the original and the mutant constraints define some form of ’boundary’ conditions that trigger faults. Empirical results with faulty applications
demonstrated that mutants have a stronger correlation with faults than the
input parameter combinations.
Zhang et al. [318] proposed a mutation-based extension to boundary value
analysis. The approach mutates some predicates of a given path condition in
order to define boundary values. Similarly to Papadakis et al. [317], these
values are the solutions that satisfy the path condition and at the same time
differentiate the original predicate from its mutants. The authors also propose
a way to generate test cases that cover these boundary conditions based on
constrained combinatorial interaction testing.
Patrick and Jia [319, 320] proposed a technique, named Kernel Density, to
support adaptive random testing. This technique guides the test selection process based on the killed mutants. Thus, tests killing new mutants are considered
to be more distant than those killing the same ones. Empirical results show that
test cases selected by this approach kill more mutants than the ones selected by
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adaptive random testing.
7.4. Other Mutation-based Applications
This section describes approaches tackling general software engineering problems. These include: program analysis, software verification, code clones, defect
prediction and regression testing.
Mutation analysis has been used to automatically detect loop invariants by
mutating postcondition clauses [321]. In such a way, many invariant candidates
are generated and invalid invariants are discarded based on appropriate counterexamples. The study of Galeotti et al. [321] describes several ways to mutate
the postconditions, as well as, ways to eliminate some trivial cases. Similarly,
Andrés et al. [322] propose an automated framework, named PASTE, that uses
mutants to evaluate the fault revealing ability of system invariants (generated
from specifications) in the context of passive testing of stochastic timed systems.
The approach evaluates the strengths of the invariants (and prioritises them)
based on the number of killed mutants. Subsequent works detail (its mutation
module, its mutant operators and the algorithms it incorporates), extend and
evaluate the framework further [323, 324] .
Pankumhang et al. [325] propose a code instrumentation technique, named
iterative instrumentation, for measuring code coverage when testing time-sensitive
systems. The approach is based on weak mutation analysis and instruments the
program by inserting exit statements at the instrumentation points considered.
Other applications of mutation testing include its use for software verification. Groce et al. [326] used mutants to make developers familiar with software
verification. The idea is to focus on incorrect programs (mutants) in order to
understand when and how the verification process fails (by observing failures to
detect problems caused by mutants).
Using mutation analysis to create software clones forms another application
of mutation. Roy and Cordy [294] introduce several mutant operators that
model typical copy/paste activities of developers and create clones based on the
application of these operators. The same study also uses these clones to evaluate
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different clone detection techniques. Along these lines, the work of Svajlenko et
al. [327] presents mutant operators that create fork constructs in order to assist
the study and analysis of code similarity.
More recently, Bower et al. [328] proposed using mutation to assist the
prediction of software defects. This technique combines traditional source code
metrics with a number of mutation analysis metrics to built defect classifiers.
The mutation analysis metrics that were used are classified into static, e.g. the
number of mutants a mutant operator generated, and dynamic ones , e.g. the
number of mutants killed. The study concludes that mutation-based metrics
significantly improve the performance of defect prediction and that the best
results are obtained by using a combination of static and dynamic metrics.
In the context of regression testing, Zhang et al. [329] used special forms
of mutants to improve the fault detection ability of regression test suites. The
approach mutates both the old and the new versions of the program under
test, and executes them with the available test suites. The detected differences
between the two versions are considered as problems.
Di Nardo et al. [330] present a mutation-based technique to automatically
generate faulty input data within complex data structures from existing field
data. The approach uses six generic mutant operators that mutate the field
data and guide their selection (using a data model). Results from an industrial
case study show that it performs better, in terms of code coverage, than the
manual testing performed by domain experts.
As discussed earlier, the existence of equivalent mutants constitutes one of
the major costs of mutation’s application. However, many researchers have
started viewing this as an advantage in certain cases. Arcaini et al. [331,
332] seek to find opportunities to improve the quality of the artefact under
consideration. For example, they suggest that equivalent mutants can be used
for improving code readability and for refactoring purposes. It is suggested
that benefits from equivalent mutants may arise on all software artefacts where
mutation applies. For instance, in feature models it is possible to detect dead
and false optional features and redundant constraints. A similar approach is
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that of Baudry et al. [333], who suggested that equivalent mutants can be
seen as diverse program versions. Therefore, by generating equivalent program
versions, one can produce multiple diverse program variants (which can support
security purposes, like moving target defense).
Lisper et al. [334] introduced the concept of targeted mutation, which aims
at non-functional properties. The idea undelying this approach is to introduce
mutants that are relevant to a targeted non-functional property and use them
as guides for generating and augmenting test suites. These test suites can then
be used for estimating the worst-case execution time.
Finally, another mutation-based testing technique refers to testing relational
database schemas. Wright et al. [211] investigate ways to make the application
of mutation to database schemas more efficient. To this end, the authors propose
and evaluate 4 cost-reduction approaches that leverage mutant schemata and
parallelisation. The results of the empirical study conducted suggest that the
mutation analysis time can be reduced by the approaches proposed but they also
indicate that their performance can be influenced by the underlining database
management system (DBMS).

8. Tools for Mutation Testing
One important factor for the successful application of mutation is the availability of automated frameworks that support its application steps. This section
discusses the tools that were introduced or were used in the studies we surveyed.
Table 3 outlines the corresponding tools along with the year of their creation,
their application artefact and a concise description of key characteristics.
As it can be seen from the table, our analysis concluded in 76 tools, most
of which where introduced between 2008 and 2017, that apply mutation to
different software artefacts. By closely examining the table, it becomes obvious
that there is an increasing growth in mutation testing tools with the creation of
approximately 10 tools per year. Most of these tools target the implementation
level languages but there are also tools that target specification languages and
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models.
At the implementation level, the mutation testing tools target mostly the
C and Java programming languages. Most of the tools focus on the support
of traditional, method-level mutant operators and strong mutation, with few
tools supporting Object-Oriented operators and weak or higher order mutation.
Additionally, there have been various tools proposed that apply mutation to
dynamically-typed programming languages and concurrency-related aspects.
For the non-code-based tools, there have been proposed various tools for
many model notations, including Extended and Timed Finite State Machines,
Simulink models, Feature Models, etc, that automate the application of mutation. Furthermore, automated frameworks for mutating security policies and
protocols have also been introduced.
Table 3: Mutation Testing Tools.
Name & Ref

Year

Application

Description

mutate [335]

N/A

C

supports method-level mutant operators

Jester [336]

2001

Java

supports source-code-level (src-level) mu-

Proteum [337]

2001

C

tant generation
supports an extensive set of method-level
mutant operators and interface mutation
(inter-method level operators)
mutgen [338, 339]

2003

C

supports method-level mutant operators

muJava [9, 340, 341]

2004

Java

implements src-level mutant generation
and supports method-level and ObjectOriented (OO) mutant operators

ByteME [342]

2006

Java

implements bytecode-level mutant generation and supports method-level &
Object-Oriented (OO) mutant operators

SQLMutation [343]

2006

SQL

Jumble [344]

2007

Java

supports traditional & SQL-specific mutant operators for SQL queries
implements bytecode-level mutant generation and supports method-level mutant
operators

ESTP [345]

2008

C

Not Named [346]

2008

Sulu

supports 20 traditional C mutant operators
supports method-level mutant operators
(drawn from the study of Andrews et al.
[339])

Milu [347]

2008

C

supports method-level mutant operators
and higher order mutation
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Table 3: Mutation Testing Tools.
Name & Ref

Year

Application

Description

Not Named [304]

2008

NuSMV

supports

models

(drawn from the study of Black et al. [2])

Not Named [348]

2008

Code

gen-

erated from

specification-based

mutation

seeds faults into the implementations
generated from Simulink models

Simulink
models
Not Named [310]

2008

Security

supports

Policies

meta-model mutation (applied on poli-

security-policy-access-control

cies defined in various notations (e.g.
RBAC and OrBAC)
Not Named [349]

2008

LOTOS

supports mutation testing for LOTOS

specifica-

specifications

tions
Not Named [77]

2008

AspectJ

supports mutant operators for the creation of pointcut mutants that vary the
strength of the corresponding point-cut
in terms of the number of joint points it
matches

Javalanche [205]

2009

Java

implements bytecode-level mutant generation and supports method-level mutant
operators and mutant classification based
on mutants’ impact

JDama [350, 351]

2009

SQL/JDBC

implements bytecode-level mutant generation and supports SQL-related operators and weak mutation

AjMutator

2009

AspectJ

supports mutant operators for AspectJ

[352, 353]

Point-cut Descriptors (PCDs) [84] and
automated equivalent mutant detection

GAmera [354]

2009

WS-BPEL

supports mutation testing for WS-BPEL

Not Named [124]

2009

boolean

supports mutant operators for possible

logic

DNF logic faults

TFSM

supports passive testing of systems pre-

composition

PASTE [322–324]

2009

senting stochastic-time information using
mutant operators specific to Timed Finite State Machices (TFSM)
Not Named [355]

2009

Z

supports mutant operators for Z specifi-

Not Named [356]

2009

GCC-XML

Not Named [358]

2009

LUSTRE /

supports mutant operators for LUS-

SCADE

TRE/SCADE programs

cations
supports a subset of mutant operators
proposed by Ellims et al. [357]
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Table 3: Mutation Testing Tools.
Name & Ref

Year

Application

Description

Not Named [231]

2009

Java

supports mutant operators that follow
the fault classification of Durães and
Madeira [359]

PIT [147]

2010

Java

implements bytecode-level mutant generation and supports method-level mutant
operators

MutMut [208]

2010

Java

supports concurrency-related mutant op-

GenMutants [182]

2010

.Net

supports method-level mutant operators

Judy [360]

2010

Java

implements src-level mutant generation

erators

and supports method-level & OO mutant
operators
webMuJava [88]

2010

HTML/JSP

supports specific mutant operators for
web components written in HTML and
JSP languages

Bacterio [5]

2010

Java

supports method-level mutant operators
for system-level testing using flexible
weak mutation

Not

Named

[141,

2010

supports method-level mutant operators

177, 181, 188, 190]
Major [361]

2011

Java

supports method-level mutant operators

Paraµ [362]

2011

Java

supports OO & concurrency-related mu-

ILMutator [8]

2011

C#

tant operators and higher order mutation
implements CLI-level mutant generation
and supports method-level & OO mutant
operators
SMutant [86]

2011

Smalltalk

supports traditional, method-level mutant operators in a dynamically typed
language

MuBPEL [363]

2011

WS-BPEL

N/A

jMuHLPSL [315]

2011

HLPSL

supports mutant operators that intro-

Not Named [364]

2011

SPADE

duce leaks in security protocols
mutates the flow pattern description
of input and output streams and the
SPADE code of components
Not Named [365]

2011

Aglets

supports mutant operators specific to
Mobile Agent Systems that affect the
movement, communication, run method,
creation, event listeners and agent proxy
of an agent

Not Named [366]

2011

Java

supports method-level mutant operators
based on the selective mutation approach
and higher order mutation
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Table 3: Mutation Testing Tools.
Name & Ref

Year

Application

Description

SMT-C [367]

2012

C

supports

the

semantic-related

and

method-level mutant operators
mutant

(muRuby)

2012

Ruby

supports Ruby-specific mutant operators

2012

Obligation

supports mutant operators specific to

Policies

obligation policy enforcement

[11, 368]
Not Named [309]

Not Named [149]

2012

CCMUTATOR [369]

2013

supports traditional, method-level mutant operators
C/C++

supports concurrency-related mutant operators,

higher

order

mutation

and

targets applications written using the
PThreads and C++11 concurrency constructs
Comutation [123]

2013

Java

SchemaAnalyst

2013

SQL

supports concurrency-related mutant operators [370]
supports mutant operators related to re-

[371]

lational schema integrity constraints, applied to multiple database management
systems

XACMUT [372]

2013

XACML

supports

mutant

operators

targeting

XACML 2.0 security policies
Mutandis [10, 81]

2013

JavaScript

supports JavaScript-specific mutant op-

Not Named [373]

2013

Web service

supports 2 types of mutant operators for

composi-

web service compositions: one that is in-

tions

ternal to the service and one that models

erators

inconsistencies across different services of
the composition
Not Named [313]

2013

Security

supports mutant operators specific to

Policies

delegation policies based on a formal
analysis of key delegation features

Not Named [272]

MutPy[374]

2013

2014

Feature

supports mutant operators for mutating

Models

Feature Models

Python

implements

traditional

and

python-

specific mutation operators
MuCheck [14]

2014

Haskell

supports

mutant

operators

targeting

functional constructs and higher order
mutation
HOMAJ [375]

2014

AspectJ/Java

supports higher order mutation

Not Named [376]

2014

HTML/CSS

supports mutant operators that seed presentation defects to web pages
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Table 3: Mutation Testing Tools.
Name & Ref

Year

Application

Description

Not Named [377]

2014

EFSM

supports mutants that introduce Single Transfer Faults (STFs) and Double
Transfer Faults (DTFs) to Extended Finite State Machices (EFSM) models

Not Named [378]

2014

Data

flow

languages

supports 2 mutant operators that model
common mistakes when creating power
plant control programs

MutaLog [273]

2014

Logic Muta-

supports mutant operators for mutating

tion

logic expressions
supports mutant operators for layout de-

REDECHECK [379]

2015

HTML/CSS

Not Named [380]

2015

spreadsheets

Not Named [381]

2015

FSM

fects in responsive web sites
supports mutant operators for spreadsheets (spreadsheet mutation)
supports mutant operators for FSM specifications (based on the studies of Fabbri
et al. [382] and Petrenko et. al [383] )
Not Named [384]

2015

Component-

supports architecture- and design-level

level

mutant operators

se-

quence
and

state

diagrams
Not Named [385]

2015

HTML

/

JavaScript

supports mutant operators for the ModelView-Controller frameworks of web application development

Not

Named

2015

C

supports memory-related mutant opera-

[103, 104]

tors that model memory faults and control flow deviation as a mutant-killing
condition

Not Named [91]

2015

Android

supports android-specific mutant opera-

apps

tors, affecting intents, events, activity
lifecycle and XML files; and the methodlevel mutant operators of muJava

MoMut [386]

2015

UML mod-

supports model-based mutation testing

els

for UML state charts, class diagrams and
instance diagrams

MuVM [143]

2016

C

Not Named [387]

2016

FBD

Not Named [388]

2016

Simulink

Not Named [233]

2016

C++

implements bitcode-level mutant generation and supports higher order mutation
supports mutant operators for FBD language
supports mutant operators that model
common Simulink fault patterns
supports mutant operators similar to the
ones of PIT for the Java language
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Table 3: Mutation Testing Tools.
Name & Ref

Year

Application

Description

Not Named [148]

2016

C

implements LLVM-level mutant generation and supports method-level mutant
operators typically used in other tools,
e.g. Milu

Not Named [36, 389]

2016

Not Named [242]

2016

Vibes [12, 390]

2016

C

supports traditional, method-level mutant operators
supports traditional, method-level mutant operators

µDroid [110]

2017

Transition

Implements featured model-based muta-

Systems,

tion analysis and supports the Fabbri et

Statechart

al.

Models

and higher order)

Android

Implements energy-aware mutation oper-

apps

ators derived from a specific energy de-

[382] operator set (both first order

fect model
MDroid+[94]

2017

Android

Implements

apps

test
a

mutation

Android

operators

applications

specifically-designed

to

based

Android

on

fault

model derived from manual analysis of
various software artefacts
Not named[102]

2017

Source

Extracts

Code

changes made in the development his-

mutation

operators

from

tory of projects in an attempt to produce
more “realistic” mutants
LittleDarwin[391]

2017

Java

Supports method-level mutation operators, higher order mutation, mutant
sampling and disjoint/subsuming mutant
analysis

MuCPP[7]

2017

C++

Implements class-level, object-oriented

MutRex[111]

2017

Regular Ex-

Implements mutation operators based on

pressions

a specific fault model for regular expres-

mutation operators for C++ programs

sions
BacterioWeb[93]

2017

Android

Implements mutation operators for An-

apps

droid applications

Not Named[6]

2017

C

Supports method-level mutant operators

Not Named [142]

2017

C

Implements method-level mutation operators and the AccMut approach [142] to
reduce the cost of mutant execution

Not Named [19]

2017

Java

Implements security-aware mutation operators
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9. Mutation-based Test Assessment: Use and Threats to Validity
Mutation testing is a popular technique for assessing the fault revealing potential of test suites. Much work on empirical software engineering relies on the
use of artificial faults (mutants or manually seeded faults). Researchers employ
mutants to perform controlled experiments and assess the relative strengths of
test strategies. We call this practice as mutation-based test assessment.
A typical mutation-based test assessment scenario arises when we want to
determine whether one method, say Method-1, is more effective than another
one, say Method-2. For instance, suppose that the methods to compare are a
random test generation (Method-1) and a search-based test generation (Method2). In this case, our objective is to check whether one of them has a higher fault
revealing ability within a given amount of time. This is assessed by counting
the number of killed mutants, i.e., the technique that kills the highest number of
mutants is the winning one. Of course, in this particular case, the approaches
are stochastic and thus, the experiment needs to be repeated multiple times
and assessed by a statistical test, but in every case the technique that kills
statistically significant more mutants is the winning one.
This is an intuitive choice made by many empirical studies. However, is it
safe to conclude that Method-1 which kills more mutants than Method-2 is better? Actually, it is hard to draw any such conclusion unless we carefully consider
and control a number of parameters. As we shall discuss in this section, there
are influential factors lying at the heart of mutation-based test assessment that
can hamper our ability to assess the fault-revealing potential of the techniques.
9.1. The use of Mutation in Empirical Studies
Using mutants as an effectiveness metric is a common practice, which previous research suggests that is adopted by more than a quarter of software testing
controlled experiments [36]. To demonstrate the importance and popularity of
this practice, we collected the papers that conduct empirical studies and use
mutation testing as an assessment method and we analyse them to identify:
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Figure 5: Number of empirical studies using mutation testing as an assessment method.

1) how often mutation testing is used as an assessment method; 2) the types
of assessment that are used; 3) the tools that are frequently used; and, 4) the
languages mutation is applied to.
The results of our analysis show that, in most cases, mutation was applied
to evaluate test techniques. Thus, mutants are used as proxies for real faults
and the mutation score is used as an indicator of real fault detection. Figure 5
presents the distribution of these studies in a yearly basis, including the overall
growth trend. It is clear from the figure that the application of mutation testing,
to experimental studies has been steadily increasing over the last 10 years.
It is important to note that many of the analysed studies are strictly not concerned with mutation testing; their objectives do not include mutation-related
software engineering problems. Rather, mutation is a mechanism to validate
the study and not the subject of the study.
Overall, from the papers we surveyed, we identified 190 papers falling into
this category. Taking these findings into account, we can conclude that an
increasing number of scientific results rely on mutation.
Figure 6 presents the types of mutation-based test assessment. As can be
seen from the figure, mutation’s primary use in experimental studies is for
comparing test techniques, Comparison Basis. The second largest category
refers to Test Assessment and includes the test effectiveness of single techniques
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Figure 6: Different types of mutation-based test assessment.

(without comparison), i.e., a test technique kills this number of mutants. The
other categories involve assessments for test prioritisation (Test Prioritisation(N)APFD)2 , test oracle (Test Oracle Problem), localisation of faults (Fault Localisation), verification techniques (Verification & Reliability), debugging (Debugging) and other techniques.
Figure 7 depicts the mutation testing tools that were used in the experimental studies along with the number of studies using these tools. It is noted that
the figure includes only the most frequently-used tools3 . As can be seen from
the figure, muJava [9] and Proteum [198] are the most frequently-used tools in
experimental studies (operate on Java and C, respectively). Other frequently
used Java mutation systems are PIT [147], Major [361] and Javalanche [205].
For C, the mutgen framework, used in the study of Andrews et al. [339] and
Milu [347] are some of the most frequently-used tools.
Figure 8 depicts the most frequently used languages in experimental studies.
It can be seen that mutation is mostly applied at the code/implementation level
with the respective test subjects implemented in Java and C. Other commonly2 Test

prioritisation techniques are typically assessed based on Average Percentage Faults

Detected (APFD) or Normalized APFD (NAPFD) [392]
3 The figure does not include tools that were used in fewer than 4 publications.
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Figure 7: Distribution of mutation testing tools in experimental studies.

used programming languages that are used in mutation experiments include
JavaScript and AspectJ. Finally, mutation has also been applied to other test
subjects such as security protocols [316], feature models [272] and regular expressions [111], which are distributed in the remaining categories of the figure.
Since mutation testing is increasingly used in experimental studies, potential issues with this practice can have serious implications on many research
studies. Although there is some empirical evidence suggesting that mutants
behave like real faults [41–43], these are only preliminary results, contradicted
by other studies [63, 393], and can be questioned if not suitable experimental
care is taken. Unfortunately, recent research has shown that mutation testing
is vulnerable to a number of confounding factors, such as those discussed in
this section, that researchers should be aware and cater for. The influence of
these factors can be severe and lead to questioning many findings of empirical
research. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the influential factors that
can bias the results of mutation-based test assessment and how we can mitigate
them.
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9.2. Programming Language and Mutant Operators
One of the main factors influencing the effectiveness of mutation-based test
assessment is the programming language and the mutants that are used in the
experimental study [33, 393, 394]. Applying mutation testing requires defining
mutants based on the language’s constructs. Thus, it is likely that we are not
able to use the same mutants for different languages. Additionally, languages
following different typing disciplines and programming paradigms may also require different sets of mutant operators. Certain types of mutants might be
more effective in one paradigm than another. For instance, strongly typed languages may produce fewer mutants than weakly typed ones [152]. Similarly,
object oriented code tends to have simpler method functionality, but more complex interactions among the methods (or classes) than imperative (procedural)
languages [395]. Therefore, mutants encoding intra-method faults [9] might not
be effective. Another example is the Java language runtime checking, which
may result in mutants that are easier to kill than those in C.
Namin and Kakarla [393] demonstrated that the correlation between mutants
and faults differs significantly across different programming languages. Kintis
et al. [152] and Baker and Habli [57] also report significant differences between
mutants of different languages, in particular between C - Java and C - Ada,
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respectively. Similarly, there are significant difference across different types of
mutant operators, as reported by Namin and Kakarla [393]. Kurtz et al. [122]
showed that it is hard to select mutant operator sets that perform similarly well
on different programs. Therefore, when using mutation testing, it is important
to carefully select mutant operators that are appropriate to the programming
language studied.
9.3. Subsumed Mutant Threat
A major concern when using mutation testing is related to the ‘quality’ of
the employed mutants. In case the mutants we are using are trivial, then we
only measure the ability of test suites to cover some parts of the code, instead
of their ability to uncover faults at these parts. This problem is called the
“subsumed mutant threat” [36]. The problem becomes particularly important
when we have large number of redundant mutants. Unfortunately, when assessing testing methods, one test technique might achieve a significant advantage
over another by killing redundant than non-redundant mutants. This would
be a case of inadequately scientific methodology leading to possible incorrect
scientific conclusions.
Recent research has shown that redundant mutants tend to skew the mutation score measurement leading to serious threats to the validity of empirical
research. Andrews et al. [42] noted that the difficulty of revealing faults and
killing mutants may influence the experimental results. Thus, they pointed out
that it may be important to filter out the subset of trivial mutants in order to set
a representative relation between mutants and real faults. Visser [396] suggested
controlling for mutants’ reachability in order to identify mutants that are hard
to kill (hard to infect and propagate). Papadakis et al. [36] used the notion
of mutant subsumption, demonstrating empirically that there is a very good
chance (estimated to be more than 60% for arbitrary experiments) to compromise scientific conclusions, due to this subsumed mutant thread [36]. Similarly,
Kurtz et al. [122] replicated previous studies on selective mutation and found
that they perform well when considering redundant mutants but perform poorly
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when discarding them.
There are many studies advocating some form of ‘refined’ mutation score
for mitigating the problems caused by mutant redundancies. The first study
attempting to address this problem was that of Kintis et al. [39] who suggested
using disjoint mutants, i.e., a small representative subset of all mutants in order
to remove all the mutant redundancies from the set of mutants that is used for
test assessment. Consider that we have a set of N mutants, a representative
subset, say D, means that any test suite that kills this subset of mutants also
kills the N mutants. No redundancy between the mutants of D means that it is
not safe to remove any mutant from this set because in this case we fail to kill
all the N mutants.
Computing the true disjoint mutant set is impossible and thus, in the context
of controlled experiments, it is approximated by a test suite. This dynamic
approximation of the disjoint mutants can be computed using the Algorithm 1
[36, 167]. In this algorithm, the live and duplicate mutants are removed first
(from S, lines 2 and 3). Then, the mutant that is joint (subsuming) with the
highest number of live mutants is selected (lines 8 to 15). This is the mutant that
it is killed by test cases, which manage to collaterally kill the highest number
of other mutants. This mutant is then added to the disjoint set D (line 16) and
the joint mutants are removed from S (line 17). This process is repeated until
S is empty. Finally, the set of disjoint mutants, D, is returned.
Other studies of redundancy reduction include that of Kaminski et al. [76,
163] and Just et al. [164], which suggested removing some instances of the
relational and logical mutant operators, in order to improve the accuracy of the
mutation score. Ammann et al. [397] introduced the notion of minimal mutants
(smallest possible set of mutants)4 and Kurtz et al. [398] suggested selecting
the minimal sets of mutants using mutant subsumption graphs. In another
4 The

difference between the notions of minimal and disjoint mutants is that minimal mu-

tants is the smallest possible representative set of mutants while the disjoint ones is a set that
has no redundancies (perhaps not the minimal one) [33, 39].
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study, Kurtz et al. [169] proposed using symbolic execution to approximate
subsuming mutants. Papadakis et al. [37] and Kintis et al. [152] suggested
using compiler optimisations to remove duplicated mutants (a special form of
redundant mutants) as a way to strengthen experimental rigour.
Overall, all these studies found that a large percentage of mutants are redundant, indicating potential inflation problems for the studies that have not
take account of redundancy. Kintis et al. [39] reports that disjoint mutants
were approximately 9% of all the mutants, Ammann et al. [397] that minimal
mutants were 1.2% and Kurtz et al. [398] that they were 4%. These results
motivated the work of Papadakis et al. [36] that found that redundant mutants
can bias experimental results (approximately 60% for arbitrary experiments).
Therefore, researchers should identify and discard as many subsumed mutants
as possible before conducting any test assessment.
9.4. Test Suite Strength and Size
Failure to account for test suite strength can also adversely affect the scientific findings of empirical studies. Chekam et al. [6] studied the relation between
faults and mutants, reports that low strength test suites are vulnerable to noise
effects “two studies with below- threshold coverage may yield different findings, even when the experimenters follow identical experimental procedures.”.
Thus, their study concluded that test suite strength plays a central role when
conducting an experiment.
In particular, the study of Chekam et al. [6] showed that there is no practical difference between test criteria when relatively low-strength test suites are
used. By contradiction, higher-strength test suites yield larger differences for
test criteria. This is particularly important, because it indicates that empirical
studies need to improve the strength of their test suites before conducting the
experiment. Unfortunately, the mutation strength (over other test techniques)
is only observable using strong test suites. For instance, one might conclude
that a test technique or criterion is ineffective (compared to another), while in
fact it is not, simply because the superiority of this criterion is only observable
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Input: A set S of mutants
Input: A set T of test cases
Input: A matrix M of size |T | × |S| such as Mij = 1 if testi kills mutantj
Output: The disjoint mutant set D from S
D=∅
/* Remove live mutants */
S = S \ {m ∈ S | ∀i ∈ 1..|T |, Mij 6= 1}
/* Remove duplicate mutants */
S = S \ {m ∈ S | ∃m0 ∈ S | ∀i ∈ 1..|T |, Mij(m) = Mij(m0 ) }
while (|S| > 0) do
maxJoint= 0
jointMut = null
maxMutDisjoint = null
/* Select the most disjoint mutant */
foreach (m ∈ S) do
subm = {m0 ∈ S|∀i ∈ 1..|T |, (Mij(m) = 1) ⇒ (Mij(m0 ) = 1)}
if (|subm | > maxJoint) then
maxJoint = |subm |
maxMutDisjoint = m
jointMut = subm
end
end
/* Add the most disjoint mutant to D */
D = D ∪ {maxMutDisjoint}
/* Remove the joint mutants from the remaining */
S = S \ jointMut
end
return D

Algorithm 1: Disjoint Mutants

using stronger test suites.
Recent studies have also identified that test suite size (number of test cases)
introduces another confounding factor that should be brought under experimental control [61]. Going a step further, Namin and Kakarla [393] observed that
by using different test suite sizes, an experimenter will observe different correlations between faults and mutants. Since test suite size can be considered as
a proxy measure of test suite’s strength, this finding re-confirms the findings of
Chekam et al. [6], suggesting experiments should consider both test suite size
and test suite strength.
Another source of variation of empirical results is due to selection of can-
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didate test cases. Consider the case where we want to compare two test techniques. In this case, we need two test suites, one that simulates the result of
the first technique and one that simulates the result of the second technique.
This is usually performed by randomly sampling of test cases from a test pool
or by randomly generating test suites. Thus, two sets of test cases are to be
compared. A problem typically arrises in this scenario is that these two test
suites need to adequately simulate the results of the techniques. Therefore, the
two sets need to be free from redundant test cases [33, 167, 397], which might
otherwise inadvertently bias experimental results. An easy way to ameliorate
this problem is to select test cases that only increase coverage, while discarding
all the others [33, 42].
Another concern derives from the test case selection. As this may be stochastic, it is likely that different selection of test cases (at random) may result in
different results; perhaps very different results if the experimenter happens to
be unlucky. To reduce this problem, researchers usually select multiple sets of
test cases and perform an inferential statistical analysis on the set of results
as a whole, [399, 400]. Delamaro and Offutt [401] investigated the influence of
using multiple sets of test cases (selected randomly) and found that “averaging
over multiple programs was effective in reducing the variance in the mutation
scores introduced by specific tests”. Therefore, they found that in case it is
too expensive to perform multiple repeated experiments a single test set (per
program) over a relatively large number of subject can be enough to provide
accurate average values.
Overall, researchers are advised to carefully select their test suites. Depending on the evaluation scenario it might be important to control for test suite
size and reduce redundant test cases.
9.5. Mutation Testing Tools
An often-ignored parameter that can also inadvertently bias experimental
findings relates to the choice of mutation testing tool. Mutation testing tools
implement different operators and have different implementation details, most
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of which can influence the experimental outcome [394]. As already explained,
the choice of mutant operators affects significantly the results of an experiment.
However, different implementations of the same operators are likely to produce
different mutants and merely provide divergent results.
The studies of Kintis et al. [394, 402] and Gopinath et al. [403] demonstrate
that there is a large degree of disagreement between the judgements made by
the most popular Java mutation testing tools. The studies of Kintis et al.
[394] and Marki and Lindstrm [404] cross evaluate the Java mutation testing
tools and identify specific implementation weaknesses. This motivated the work
of Laurent et al. [33, 167], who compared Java mutation testing tools and
implemented one (called PITRV [147]) that is “at least as strong as the mutants
of all the other tools together”. Unfortunately, these studies are only concerned
with Java so there is no clear evidence concerning the C mutation testing tools
(or tools for other less widely-studied languages). Taken together, these results
suggest that the choice of a mutation tool need to be carefully introduced and
justified in best practice empirical studies.
9.6. Clean Program Assumption
Mutation-based test assessment can be viewed as a simulation that involves
two ‘roles’; the faults role (played by the mutants) and the ‘oracle’ role (played
by the original program). By aligning this simulation to the reality, we can say
that developers produce the faulty programs (simulated by the mutants) which
they test using a test oracle (simulated by the original program). Naturally,
testers apply their tools and techniques on the mutant program versions, check
whether they can find any unexpected behaviour, as defined by the test oracle
and report on any bugs found.
As intuitive as this seems, the practice of test assessment is performed differently. It is a common practice to apply tools and test techniques on the original
program and then check their fault-revealing power by executing tests on the
mutants. This practice may be less time-consuming but it makes an implicit assumption that coverage measurements (or the application of test techniques) on
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the original program are representative (or very similar) of those on the mutant
programs. This assumption is called the “Clean Program Assumption” (CPA)
[6]. The assumption can be problematic since test suites are assessed on the
mutant program versions instead of the original program from which (and for
which) they were applied.
Unfortunately, Chekam et al. [6] demonstrated that the CPA does not hold
and therefore cannot be relied upon. The study also showed that CPA has
the potential of changing the outcome of empirical studies if not brought under
experimental control. Overall, the Chekam et al. revisited previous empirical
questions concerning the usefulness of test adequacy criteria, using a robust
methodology that accounts for CPA and showed that mutation testing outperform statement and branch coverage for real fault revelation. These results
suggest that experiments dealing with the real fault revelation question, should
report on the CPA. If it is not possible to take CPA into account (potentially
due to execution cost), researchers are advised to report the amount of time
required by the performed study.

10. A Seven-Point Check List of Best Practices on using Mutation
Testing in Controlled Experiments
The fundamental experimental factors surveyed in Section 9 highlight the
many pitfalls that can compromise or even invalidate the scientific findings and
conclusions of a controlled experiment that uses mutation testing. It can be
a daunting challenge for experimenters and researchers to be sure they have
catered for all of the potential threats to validity that have accrued over four
decades of literature recording the development of mutation testing.
Therefore, to address this challenge, in this section, we provide a simple
seven-step checklist that aims to give experimenters the confidence that they
are compliant with best practice reporting of results. Ensuring that all seven
steps are met is relatively straightforward, because it simply involves explaining
and justifying choices that may affect conclusion validity. Nevertheless, experi-
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menters who follow these seven steps help other researchers replicate and investigate, properly, the influence of such potentially confounding factors, thereby
contributing to the overall experimental robustness of their study.
1. Mutant Selection: Explain the choice of mutant operators. One of the
most important things that experimenters need to explain is the appropriateness of the chosen mutant operators with respect to the programming
language used.
2. Mutation Testing Tool: Justify the choice of mutation testing tool. The
choice of mutation testing tool needs to be made carefully as at the current
state, mutation testing tools differ significantly [394, 402]. To support the
reproducibility and comprehension of the experimental results, researchers
should also clearly describe the exact version of the employed mutation
testing tool. If the used tool is not a publicly available, researchers should
list the exact transformation rules (mutant instances supported by each
operator [394, 402]) that are supported by the mutant operators selected.
Unfortunately, our survey found that more than a quarter of the empirical
studies does not report such details. The objective is to provide readers
with the low-level details that might vary from one study to another, so
that these can be accounted for in subsequent studies.
3. Mutant redundancy: Justify the steps taken to control mutant redundancy. As we discussed in Section 9.3, mutant redundancy may have a
large impact on the validity of the assessment. Therefore, it is important
to explain how mutant redundancy is handled (perhaps in the threats to
validity section). Where possible, experimenters are advised to additionally use techniques like TCE [152] to remove the duplicate mutants (in
case the interest is on the achieved score of a technique), or a dynamic
approximation of the disjoint mutation score [33, 36] (in case the interest
is on comparing test techniques). As already discussed, the approximation
of the disjoint mutants can be made by using Algorithm 1. In case these
techniques are expensive, researchers are advised to clarify this and con-
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trast their findings on a (small) sample of cases where mutant redundancy
is controlled.
4. Test suite choice and size: Explain the choice of test suite and any
steps taken to account for the effects of test suite size, where appropriate.
Ideally, an experimenter would like to have large, diverse (i.e., mutants are
killed by multiple test cases) and high-strength (i.e., killing the majority
of the mutants) test suites. As such test suites are rare in most of the
open-source projects, researchers are advised to demonstrate and contrast
their findings with a (small) sample of subjects with strong and diverse
test suites (perhaps in addition to the chosen subjects). Alternatively,
experimenters may consider using automated tools to augment their test
suites. Overall, the objective is to allow other researchers to create a
similar test suite and/or to experiment with different choice of suite and
measure the effects of such choices.
5. Clean Program Assumption: Explain whet the study relies on the
CPA assumption. Ideally, where possible, the CPA should not be relied
upon; testing should be applied to the faulty programs (instead of the
clean, non-faulty ones). If this is not possible (potentially due to execution
cost or lack of resources), researchers are advised to note the reliance on
the CPA. Its effects may be small in some cases, justifying reliance on this
assumption. Either way, explicitly stating whether or not it is relied upon
will aid clarity and facilitate subsequent studies.
6. Multiple experimental repetitions: Clarify the number of experimental repetitions. Ideally, when techniques make stochastic choices they
should be assessed by multiple experimental repetitions [400, 405]. In
practice, this might not be possible due to the required execution time or
other constraints. In this case, researchers have to choose between experiments with many subjects but few repetitions or experiments with few
subjects and many repetitions; research suggests that it is preferable to
choose the second option [401]. Of course, this choice needs to be clarified
according to the specific context and goals of the study.
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7. Presentation of the results: Clarify the granularity level of the empirical results. Many empirical studies compute mutation scores over the
whole subject projects they are using (one score per project). Since, this
practice may not generalise to other granularity levels5 (such as unit level)
[167], researchers should report and explain the suitability of the chosen
granularity level at the given application context.

11. Conclusion and Future Directions
This chapter surveyed the recent trends and advances on Mutation Testing. It offers a concise description of the mutation testing problems, methods,
applications and best practices for applying mutation testing (either as a test
technique or as an experimental methodology). Based on the data we collected,
we demonstrate that there is a growing interest in the subject. Interestingly,
even eight years after the first observation of this trend, by Jia and Harman
[27], the interest in the field is still increasing markedly.
The interest in the field is related to both fundamental research advances and
practical applications such as tool support and use in controlled experiments.
Our analysis shows that many tools and techniques have been introduced these
last 10 years. Many of these advances are already widely used by researchers.
At the same time major companies report that they experiment with mutation
in order to include in their practices. Hopefully, practitioners will soon use
mutation as well. All these observations may be seen as evidence supporting
the claim that mutation testing is reaching a state of maturity. In summary,
the research interest in mutation testing is divided into the following general
categories:
• Solutions to the problems of mutation analysis (fundamental advances of
mutation).
5 Two

methods can have a similar number of mutants killed on a project (overall number),

but quite different numbers, of mutants killed, on the individual units of the project.
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• Mutation applied on new languages and artefacts. New mutation testing
tools also appear.
• Use of mutants as a means to support other software engineering activities
(e.g., fault localisation [17]).
• Use of mutation testing advances to support controlled experiments.
Recent work in the area focuses on building scalable and practical tools that
can push mutation testing towards industry and everyday use. The rest of this
section is dedicated to summarise the mutation testing open problems, barriers
and areas that we believe will attract attention in the near future.
11.1. Open Problems
One of the main open problems of mutation regards the detection of the
equivalent and redundant mutants. As we already discussed, there are many
techniques tackling this problem, either directly or indirectly, but unfortunately
the problem remains largely unresolved. Overall, the current research results
show that only few of the mutants produced (approximately 5%) is practically
useful. The rest is noise to the process with severe consequences [36].
Overall, mutation testing requires models that will guide the mutations towards small semantic deviations that are in a sense disjoint, instead of blind
syntactical mutations. Unfortunately, there is no clear theory or consensus on
which types and instances of mutants we should use. Some initial results indicate that almost all the mutant operators are of some value. The fact that
most of the existing tools are limited to a small number of mutant operators
is restrictive and to some extend arbitrary. Thus, in future, mutation may be
tailored towards few diverse and ‘useful’ mutants that bring value to the tester
(regardless of the operators used) [41].
The lack of clear theory on which mutants are of some value has restricted
most of the previous research on first order mutation. Higher order mutation
appears to have similar characteristics with the first order mutation as it produces subtle mutants. Of course the great majority of them are redundant, but
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in theory a smart mutant selection process can identify them. Therefore, future
mutation may identify ways to generate and use those valuable higher order
mutants.
Another important aspect concerns the automatic mutation-based generation of test cases and test oracles. Although the last ten years there are major
advances on this area of research, the problem remains. Most of the automated
approaches fail to kill a substantial number of mutants and recent empirical
evaluations show that automatic test generation techniques fail to cover most
of the critical program areas. Therefore, there is little work on improving test
suites using mutants. Perhaps this is attributed to the lack of understanding
and modelling of the error propagation. Recent research has shown that failed
mutant propagation is the basic ingredient that makes mutation testing powerful [6]. Much work remains to be done until we can automatically produce high
quality test cases through high quality mutants.
Although researchers have identified mutation as a strong test criterion,
there is neither clear understanding nor much empirical evidence concerning
whether and when mutants are correlated with real faults. What types of faults
are not captured by simple or complex mutants? What percentage of future
regression errors can we capture with mutations? When is it appropriate to
stop the testing process? How should we integrate mutation testing into our
development process? Of course these questions need to be answered under the
light of specific development paradigms and application domains. These are
open questions, hopefully to be answered by future research.
Model-based mutation is one of the areas that has not been researched much
(compared to code-based mutation) over the last years. Despite this, we see a
growing interest towards this direction. There is a recent dedicated survey on
this subject [30] and multiple high profile publications over the last couple of
years. Additionally, very recently efficient and scalable tools have been built,
e.g., the VIBeS tool [12], which hopefully will push the research in this area
further.
Finally, there are many new areas of research that can benefit from the use
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of mutants. The current trend is to explore the behaviour space of mutants,
instead of the original program, to identify several interesting aspects, either
functional or non-functional. Thus, the conformance of models, the generation
and improvement of models, the improvements of program security and debugging activities are only a few examples where mutants have been shown to be
spectacularly useful and effective. Future research is heading towards this line
of research with many new and exciting applications of mutation analysis.
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